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INSTITUTE HISTORY Institute History

WARffiN, ROBERT Biographical

Quote from Haggal Hegel:

"it is the function of the idea to create the institution:
it is the function of the institution to destroy the idea."

Warren goes on to say that Plexner's idea has created an
institution, "But I cannot tel3^ou how concerned I am over the
responsibility he has given us—to defend his idea against the
institution it created and so prove Hegel wrong,"

Stewart papers, I. A. So, S. E. P., 193 -̂39
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GOLDSTEIN, KURT Biographical

K&8L Correspondence regarding the possible appointment
of Dr. Goldstein with letters of recommendation, etc.

Piled in A, 10/18/56 Institute Miscellaneous (in cardboard
box with just "Institute" A, 10/18/56 Home written on the
front).
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

BENEFITS

PROFESSORS

Memorandum for Mr* Maass containing copies of certain
letters bearing on salaries and retirement problems.

Filed in Vertical Pile und*r "a" for Salaries.

(£,(*,
A, 10/18/56, Home, Material for Trustees Committee on Inst. Policy
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VINER J. Biographical

KEYNES

Von Neumann said (Interview December 27, 1955) that he
had heard from Veblen and others that '̂lexner originally
wanted Reynes as economist. Von Neumann thought that
Viner would be the best appointment.

Interview witk von Neumann, December 27, 1955
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PANOPSKY, EMM Biographical

FLBXNER, A.

Beginning with Panofsky's visit to Princeton and hope
to come to IAS, March 29, 19314. to December 1,1936 correspondence
between Flexner and Panofsky. Letter of appointment absent.

A, 10/18/56, Home IAS Panofsky file section
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EMIGRES Academic Personnel

EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

Plexner and Mr. Phillips of the State Department and
Mr. John Parr Simmons at Washington, arranged for the Einsteins,
his secretary, and jfchei^r daughter to make a trip to
Bermuda with a view to applying there for immigration visas
in order to effect their permanent entry into the United
States. Correspondence with Simmons began December 22,
the trip was finally consummated in i$jNb±H May of 1935•
Biographical data on Margo

D, U. S. State Department Correspondence,
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

GENERAL Publications

For references found in Science on announcements from
the School of Mathematics on memberships and stipends see
Chronological File under 193̂ -55.

Science

References found in Science on announcements from th©
School of Mathematics on Memberships and Stipends.

December Ik, 1934 (Vol. 80, p. 557) "The School of Mathematics
of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J. , each
year allocates a small number of grants-in-aid to young
mathematicians and mathematical physicists 'for the purpose of
enabling them to broaden their scientific outlook and to work on
their research programs at Princeton in contact with the members
of the institute and university faculties.' Only such candidates
will be considered as have already given evidence of ability
in independent research comparable at least with that expected
for the degree of doctor of philosophy. Applications for the
academic year 1935-36 should be filed before February 1, 1935.
Blanks for this purpose may be obtained from the School of
Mathematics, The Institute for Advanced Study, Fine Hall,
Princeton, N. n

November 13, 1936 (Vol. 81}., p. 1̂ 36) Same as Dec. lij., 1934.

November 19, 1937 (Vol. 86, p. 466) Same as Dec. llj., 1934-

November 18, 3>938 (Vol. 88 p. 473) Same as Dec. li)., 1934-
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Oct. 26, 19l;5, (Vol. 102, p. 422) "The School of Mathematics of
the Institute for Advanced Study will allocate a small number
of stipends to gifted young mathematicians and mathematical
physicists to enable them to study and to do research work
at Princeton during the academic year lfJj.6-19if.7- Candidates
must have given evidence of ability in research comparable at
least with that expected for the degree of doctor of philosophy,
Blanks for application may be obtained from the School of
Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J.,
and are returnable by February 1, 19ij-6."

Nov. 15, 1946 (Vo. 104, p. 467) Same as Oct. 26, 1945.

November 4, 1955 (p. 870-871, Vol. 122) "The School of
Mathematics of the Institute for Advanced Study will allocate
a small number of grants-in-aid to gifted young mathematicians
and mathematical physicists to enable them to study and to
conduct research at Princeton during the academic year 1956-5?
Candidates must show evidence of ability in research comparable

j at least with that expected for the degree of doctor of
philosophy. Blanks for application may be obtained from the
School of Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

EJ., and are returnable by 1 Jan. 1956.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

MITRANY Biographical

GINSBERG

c "*v i
Ginsberg was head of <•>o o v*-j j>| Dept. at London School of

Economics, where he succeeded Hobhouse. He was, in Mitrany's
judgment, "invaluable," in his quality and learning, to
preliminary Investigation into the field of the School of
Economics and Politic se Philosophical mind, knows a great
deal of psychology; method, developed in work with Hobhouse,
scientific in nature. Mitrany started working on invitation
to Ginsberg for his sabbatical year before summer 193̂ 1* when
Flexner, Mitrany and Ginsberg lunched together.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

MITRANY Biographical

EARLE, E. M.

PLEXNER, A.

Report on study of politics (Mitrany's^)

(Sent by Plexner to Earle?)

Report is filed in the Chronological Pile under

Earle papers (Vertical)
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Private

OH A STUDY i POLITICS

I* Polities is the most venerable and inclusive of all the social

sciences, but in method it has remained the most backward of them* The other

social sciences have branched off from politics, as traditionally conceived,

and on doing so oaoh on© lias had to create a method of its ami - as in this

field, method is hardly separable from doctrine and purpose. Economies,

especially, through the intense work and interest devoted to it during th«

past hundred years, has been able to develop methods tshieh embolden its

practitioners to aspire to the achievements of a pur© science.

Politics, however, as studied and taught still, has remained in

the main an accumulation of doctrines «• interesting but mostly irrelevant*

Higher teaching in the Universities stilldLs based on a scholastic exposition

of that miscellany of old doctrines | and in so far as new doctrines are put

forward, they work for the most with the norms of the old.

fh© only change in recent years has been an attempt to develop

a positive method, through the quantitative analysis of certain isolated

factors and situations (pressure groups, voting frequency, measurements of

public opinion, and so on) * The Instrument has been elementary, and the method

hardly related or relatable to any systesmatic general theory. One should

mention also the attempts at a psychological approach, in which Grahaia Wallas

has been a pioneer. Though empirical, the studies in that group have been

stimulating! but as a general method this approach must wait on the develop-

ment of the psychological instrument with which it works.

Politics, therefore, though the cardinal social science, is still

in search of a scientific method. That protracted adolescence goes a long way

to explain the ease with -which so many esoteric doctrines have been propagated
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in recent years § oven the most self-willed dictators, it seems, having felt

the need to legitimize their rule by wedding it to a formal doctrine. fhese

&T9 ephemeral phenomena* More significant is the hold which the materialistic

doetria@, in ifc0 Marxian setting* has acquired of lat-©} so much so that it

now dominates the .minds of thoa© wh.0 oppose it as much as the minds of those

who support ife«

?here are a nwafoer of momentary reasons for that* But the main

reason is that the materialistic doctrine, as elaborated by Mara:, is at present

the only one providing certain universal concepts which oan b© used in eonbina-

tion with a factual analysis satisfying modern ways of study «. the only one,

that is, which oan lay soa® olaim fco a scientific status, fhat reputation and

influence is the more significant "because the Marxian framing of the material-

istic doatrin© has really vitiated the scientific claims of the method in two

respeots. It hag decreed in advance that the economic factor is the determin-

ing element in politioal life and ehaage, and in that degree has prejudiced

both the working of the method and its results. It has, secondly, introduced

the notion of the class struggle as the spring of all social action, thus

ittjeetiag into its whole system a teleologioal element •which wast elude any

attempt at positive analysis.

II* Is it possible to find a fresh approach to Politics -which should

lift this ancient discipline out of this scholastic stagnations «• an approach
Jfasn-tMtaQ.. jy»A«-*vr»v^<:^

wht&h should have a solid j^iet(iiii^tf9S/^pumt so as to permit a statement of

theory in sufficiently universal termsj nftiioh should be capable of applying

the tests of positive analysis to the history of govermaeat, as well as to' the

fasts and problems- of governments and whose results shall not depend for their

significance on dogmatic apriorisms like 'class struggle1 and 'democracy',

'individual liberty* and 'national sovereignty'?
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Having gone over the field again during the past two years with

this question in mind, -with excursions in one or two specific directions as

a test, I am inclined to believe that suoh a fresh approach is posslblej and

various scholar® with whom I have discussed my tentative hypothesis have

encouraged IQB in that belief*

The argument «hioh leads up to that working hypothesis ean b®

stated briefly.

Goveraaent, as an institution and .as an act, has never been an

©nd in itself• Men..,did, not gather in ocsmsunitliss in order to set up certain

poJ.JkH.cal institutional they gathered for certain social ends, for the better

performance of certain cousaon functions, and institetions-̂ sfr© set up to

facilitate that performance. Government has be~en a framework destined to

enable the social life of a community to unfold Itself peacefully and pro-

gressively (just as the buildings unleh so dominate our landscape are but

protection for the real life nhioli goes on within them).

Social life has ever been in a state of flux, in its needs and

in its means. To perform their function adequately,, forms awi rules of

government have continually had to adapt themselves to that evolution} and

every political doctrine, though argued in universal terms* has really been

concerned with sc®0 suoh specific problem of change, either approving it or

opposing it. Marxian theory says that all that is the expression and result

of a continuous class struggle. But if the influence of princes grew in times

of political crisis, that of the soldiers in time of -war, and that of the

bankers and traders i?h©n economic action -was pressing - was it because their

class "was momentarily in the ascendant or because their function was then

predominant? If rulers interfered at times less and at times more with social
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activities, -ms it because of ©hanging political fortunes or changing theoret-

leal fashions! or was it because social conditions and problems called in &

varying degree for eonaon action and control? It seems possible to hold that

the aoti-fe eleaent in the history of political institutions lias been not their

form but their function.

The methodological problem suggested by that premise is to find

the correlation between the foras of government and the functions of goverttaent.

If such & correlation* sufficiently general and substantial* can be discovered,

we should at last haw an inductive method capable of building tip a syatea&tlo

body of political knowledge,, and from this in turn find the means to formulate

a body of political 'laws*.

Ill* lot the least merit of such a functional approach, ia so far

as the hypothesis works tra©» is that it woiald not b© bound in advance by

either doctrinal or territorial limitations. By its wry 'oatur© It would pass

over the wholly dogmatic division between municipal and International political

theory. The now mush-dlseussed problem of Security might serve as an illustra-

tion

A attt̂  of it oa th«s© lines, following up its ©volution through

history, would probably show a continuous functional eorrelatioB between the

nature of the social group and the means used to protect its » from the self-

contained city life proteoted by city "walls the function of security gradually

moved to the self -contained national life protected by national military

establishments. But then an unnatural break betnroen means and ends happened.

At a certain period in history social life overflowed beyond the limits of the

national territory, but 'security* did not follow sulti it remained bound to
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national means and to a national scale. At the same time, and no doubt for

the same reasons, its whole sens© changed. It oaae to b© looked upon no longer

as a political function but as a political prerogative} and the State, from

having been an Instrument of security, to protect social life, became the chief

object of security, to which for that purpose all sooial life had to b® sub-

ordinated.

A functional study of Security would repeal when and how the

break happened, the saethod thus seams eapabl® of taking naturally in its stride,

•without special deviation, both the physiology and the pathology of political

institutions, so to speakf and it •will be seen from the above reference to the

I State how through positive analysis the method leads up, directly and rationally,

to the theoretical position.

The summary example used above indisates the lines to "b* folio-wed

in the preliminary studies. It is neither necessary nor desirable to attaek

the Tshol© field front the outset. The method makes it possible to select

certain * functions* and to study them separately! and these first sectional

studies will provide the means both to develop the method and to test it. That

should be a sufficient task for the current academic year and the next - a task

•which because of it0 experimental nature must be kept in limited hands. If by

the end of that period, the method has proved itself, and in the process has

become sufficiently perfected for more general us©, th®a it would b© timely to

widen its application to the field with the cooperation of a group of workers.

The analytieal work involved will of necessity be eonsiderable.

The sectional studies mast rest upon a thorough historical analysis} and tiiile

they will have to rely in that upon existing material, most of the material

•will have to b© re-grouped and recast for the purpose of this approach. At the
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same time, the workers Drill have to -watch eotttinuously for any new fact or

TOhioh my throw fresh light on the relations between social life and government*

in & particular function or In a particular period. The oh&raoteristio aim of

the method is to reconstruct the M0«ttiag of Institutions of government; - not

descriptively,, froaa texts and forss, Tsut funetionallys as the aotire aervous

ayetem of all political ooiwaiit:/, affeotlng and being affected by every aspect

of social lifet

D« 1U
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LEFSCHETZ, S. Biographical

See partial report of Lefschetz's report on status of mathematical science
in U.S.S.R. in 193U. He attended a conference as representative of IAS (Minutes
l/lî /35). He was accompanied by von Neumann and Alexander (Minutes 10/13/35? P« 2).

Vol. 2,
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THE COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK Relations W.O.A.I.
Convent Avenue at 139th Street, NYC

"W"""'1*"""1' """-•„ ,

Flexner to President Frederick B. Robinson (College "'City iof NY) noting the "loss
of your professor/mathematics'1. Flexner then delicately suggests that it is time for all
institutions Slaving a department of mathematics to see that their faculty is in touch
with modern mathematics and is at the forefront of the new drive for teaching in accord
with the most recent advances in mathematical sciences. "It is an open secret that New
York University has invited a very distinguished German mathematician, Professor Courant,
formerly a professor of mathematics at Gottingen and now visiting professor at Cambridge
University, to come to New York University for a two-year period. There is a general
movement in this direction to bring mathematics up to the level which it has reached in
the most important centers in Europe."

Robinson to Flexner, Feb. 1, 1.93k, thanks him for his note with its friendly nudge.
• "However, we had prided ourselves at The City College upon the strength of our Mathematics
Department and upon the fact that we were bringing up a crop of young men who represent
| the most recent advances in mathematical science...Of course I may be mistaken, but I had
1 the feeling that we had about as well equipped a mathematics department as any institution
Sin the United States which deals with undergraduate instruction in pure mathematics and
Iwith the professional applications of mathematics in the fields of technology and business'

He gives Flexner the outlines for the present organization of his Department of
Mathematics but thanks him again for his implied friendly criticism "which makes me want
to redouble our efforts." and asks him for suggestions of strong men whom they could
add to the Department.

Flexner subsequently, Feb. 2, 6, and 19 invites Robinson to Princeton to confer with
the mathematicians at Fine Hall and then places Robinson and Eisenhart in communication
with the result that RjgfaxHSEmxggHfe Eisenhart invites Professor Reynolds and Professor
Gill to come to Princeton at the expense of the Institute in order to have luncheon and
look over Fine Hall.

File 17-3
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

POLICIES Administration

PRINCETON ALUMNI WEEKLY Publications

Article on I. A. S.—no criticism for high salaries
and academic freedom. Highly laudatory,.

D, Institute Organization
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SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES

FLEXNER, A.

FRANKFURTER, P.

LOWE, ELIAS

MOSKOWITZ, H.

Moskowitz commends Lowe to Frankfurter,

M

1/19
2/21

Academic Opganization

Biographic al

Vertical File, Frankfurter-!
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GENERAL Administration

ISSXEiXI
FLEXNER, A. Biographical

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"In order that the members of the two groups might mingle freely and thus profit
from the interchange of ideas, my wife and I hare taken several steps. On one occasion
we brought all the workers together, and they spent an entire afternoon getting acquainted
with one another and forming agreeable, social contacts. In the second case, we brought
the professors of the two institutions together in the evening, and on a third occasion
we brought together the professors of the Institute and the members of the Board of Trus-
tees. Unfortunately, it was not possible for all the members of the Board of Trustees to
be present, but I am hoping that perhaps during the spring something can be arranged in
New York, for it seems to be easier for the professors to come from Princeton than for the
Trustees to go there. In addition, my wife and I have each Sunday afternoon received at
an informal tea workers in the fields of mathematics and physics in the two institutions.
Thus social contacts have undoubtedly done much to break through the ice and to bring
these men, young and old, together on a basis of intellectual and scientific equality."

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/3U, pp. 8-9
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GENERAL Relations WOAI

GENERAL Publications

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"I may add still another incident which shows how quickly the new School of
Mathematics has received international recognition. With the downfall of the great
university centers in Germany it became necessary in Europe to establish a new inter-
national journal of mathematics. This task was undertaken .toy a group of Dutch mathe-
maticians. On the Board of Editors there are five Americans: of them, two, Eisenhart
and Lefschetz, are professors in Princeton University; two, Veblen and von Neumann,
professors in the School of Mathematics of the Institute; one, now at Yale, was at Prince-
ton last year. Thus four of the five American representatives on this international Board
are now at Princeton, and the fifth left Princeton last year to go to Yale."

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/3U, p. 8
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

DEGREES Academic Procedure

NOMINATIONS Administration

Minutes, p. 12:

"After discussion regarding possible developments in the field of economics and
politics, it was, on motion,

"RESOLVED, That the Director be and hereby is authorized in his discretion to
present at the April (193̂ ) meeting of the Boardof Trustees a nomination in the School
of Economics and Politics with the t erms and conditions necessary to secure the ablest
available scholar in that field."

"The Chairman announced the appointment of the Committee on Nominations to re-
port at the annual meeting as follows:

Mr. Samuel D. Leidesdorf, Chairman
Mr. Percy S. Straus
Mr. Walter ¥. Stewart
Honorary Trustees
Chairman
Vice-Chairman"

"On motion it was

"RESOLVED, That Mr. Hardin be and hereby is instructed̂  obtain permission from
th® Board of Education of the State of New Jersey in order that the Institute may if it
desires, be in a position to grant degrees."

Vol. I, No. 16
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PROFESSORS (VISITING) Academic Personnel

GRANTS-IN-AID

WEYL, HERMANN Biographical

DIRAC, P.A.M.

Minutes, p. 11:

"RESOLVED, That a sum not to exceed Four thousand five hundred Dollars ($U,500.00)
be and hereby is appropriated in order to reimburse Professor Hermann Weyl for such ex-
penses as he incurred in moving from Germany to the United States."

"RESOLVED, That Professor P.A.M. Dirac of the University of Cambridge, be invited
to the Institute for Advanced Study as visiting professor for the year 1934-1935 at a
salary of Ten thousand Dollars ($10,000.00)."

"RESOLVED, That a fund up to the sum of Twenty thousand Dollars (|20,000.00) be
and hereby is available for grants-in-aid, this amount to be included in the budget for
193li-1935."

"RESOLVED, That a fund up to One thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) be and hereby is
available for paying the expenses and honoraria of visiting professors or lecturers to
the Institute, this amount to be included in the 193̂ -1935 budget."

"RESOLVED, That the sum of Ten thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) be included if
necessary, in the budget for 193l*-1935 so as to enable the Institute to develop in the
direction of theoretical or mathematical physics."

v K

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/&
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MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Academic Activities

DIRAC, P.A.M. Biographical

Dr. Klexner reported in part:

".... If, as I hope, the Board will make an appropriation which will enable us to bring
Professor Dirae, the English Nobel Prizeman in mathematical physics, to the Institute for
a year, it is important that there should be in the group next year at least two young
Americans, who have won some distinction inlthe same field, for sooner or later we shall
have to develop in this direction. Experimental physics is not only expensive but is a
subject which we need not touch, since it is highly cultivated in many American uni-
ygnt-ra versities and in some certain industries, but theoretical or mathematical physics,
upon which experimental physics rests, is relatively undeveloped in this country. We
have therefore an opportunity to make a very important contribution at a relatively small
outlay. I shall suggest an appropriation not to exceed $10,000, of which we may not have
to spend more than $5,000 in order to bring to the Institute for a single year the two
most promising Americans in this field. Working with Professor Einstein and Professor
Dirac, they would have an opportunity to show whether they can meet the standard which
has already been set by the previous appointments in the field of pure mathematics. If
so, we can, whenever we are ready, make this necessary extension at a minimum outlay."

Yol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/39/3U, pp. 6-7
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STAFF 6-V**>*4rs~w.-o«,vt) . Academic Personnel

FELLOWSHIPS

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION Foundations

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

GRANTS-IN-AID Finance

Minutes, pp. 2-3:

Director's report on racial origins and religion of staff and "workers" (Fellows).

".... The body of workers, now totalling 21 in number, is similarly constituted. There
is a Russian, who has not, however, as yet arrived in Princeton but is expected shortly,
an Austrian, a German, an Englishman, who holds a post in Scotland, a Dutchman, and the
rest are Americans of diverse origin. They come from every section of the country and
represent a great variety of racial and religious origins "

Minutes, p. k'

Social relations at Fine Hall, i.e., afternoon tea, seminars. Foundations
supporting some of the students.

Minutes, p. 5:

Grants-in-aid for visiting professors requested.

Vol. I, No. 16
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GRANTS Finance

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"Under existing financial conditions it is necessary to continue the grants-in-
aid by which we have been enabled to cooperate with universities which have done all in
their power when they have granted leave of absence on half pay to some of their best men.
This particular type of aid will of course shrink when the general financial situation
has improved. By way of example, I can say that during the present year we are making
a grant-in-aid to an associate professor in the Johns Hopkins University. So great has
been his enthusiasm and so marked the benefit which he has derived that the Johns Hopkins
University has already intimated to us that next year they propose to send another
associate professor on full pay, thus relieving the Institute of any expense whatsoever
after a single year's experience."

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/314, p. 7
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FLEXNER, A. Biographical

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"In conclusion, let me say that I have a feeling as if the mist had risen, that
what we saw more or less dimly as a vision when the Institute was first conceived is be-
ginning to stand out clearly defined in the sunlight as a feasible and, if we are careful,
a notable addition to the weapons which the human race must use in its war on ignorance
intolerance, and fanaticism."

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/3U, p. 9
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INVESTMENTS Finance

REPORT

Minutes, pp. 10-11:

"RESOLVED, That authority be and hereby is given to the Finance Committee to with-
draw from the Guaranty Company all mortgages guaranteed by the Fidelity Union Title and
Mortgage Guaranty Company, and to surrender on behalf of the Institute all contracts of
guaranty; and that authority be given also, after such withdrawal and release, to reduce
the rate of interest on any mortgage, if deemed by the Finance Committee to be in the
interest of the Institute."

"The Treasurer reported that the income of the first six months of our fiscal
year, that is, from July 1 to December 31, 1933, was $>123,6i|.5, while the expenses during
the same period amounted to |53,10i|.; that the income for the balance of the academic year,
to June 30, 1934, would be approximately the same, but that expenditures would approximate
$70,000 because the salaries of many members of the faculty had not begun until the autumn
of 1933. In other words, the Institute would probably spend approximately 60 9<> of the
income for the next six months of the year. The Treasurer stated that the cash in bank
and market value of securities as of December 31, 1933, was in excess of $k, 50̂ ,000. On
motion, the report of the Treasurer was accepted."

Vol. I, No. 16, Minutes 1/29/31, pp. 10-11
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IWESTMENTS Finance

TRUSTEES Corporation

HARDIN, JOHN R. Biographical

At the Trustees' meeting of January 29, 193̂ 4-* Hardin
as Chairman of the Finance Committee asked and was granted
authority to withdraw Fidelity Union Title and Mortgage
Guarantee Company all mortgages guaranteed by that company
and purchased from them, and to surrender onb ehalf of the
Institute contracts of guarantee. Furthermore, authority
was given to the Finance Committee to reduce the rate of
interest on any mortgage if it was deemed to be in the
interests of the Institute.

D, Hardin, John R,
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GENERAL Educational Institutions

Director1s Reportt

With the 5 staff members In IAS "Princeton has besoms perhaps the most prominent
Mathematical center in the world".

Vol. 1, No. 16, P. 2 Minutes of Board of Trustees - 1/29/31*
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February - March.

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

MEMBERS

CAMPBELL, SUPT. HAROLD G.
(N. Y. Bd. Education)

Academic Organization

Relations ¥OAI

Academic Personnel

Biographical

Correspondence between Plexner and Campbell on placing
graduate students and members of I. A. S. in New York schools
for mathematicso

II-3
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FLEXNER, A. Biographical

EINSTEIN, A.

Flexner to Governor A. Harry Moore (Trenton):

"I have your very kind favor of February 12. I have been asked to allow the use
of my name in so many connections since coming to Princeton that I have had to take the
position that I would under no circumstances be a member of any committee at all. If I
make an exception in favor of Professor Einstein, I shall find myself overwhelmed with
similar requests and with a precedent which will greatly embarrass me. I hope therefore
that you will excuse me and that you will understand my appreciation of your kindness and
my tremendous admiration for Professor Einstein."

File 111-19
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EINSTEIN, ALBERT Biographical
FLEXHER, ABRAHAM
MAASS, HERBERT
WEIL, HERMANN

Flexner to Maass:

"Einstein has had the ferippe, and I have kept him indoors "by main force. His wife
told me over the telephone that he was feeling quite well today. You will be interested
to know that he is so happy that he has cancelled his Oxford and Spanish appointments
and is now endeavoring to do the same with his appointment at the College de France. He
wishes, however, no public mention made of these facts. The truth is that he is happy
and tranquil here, that more and more he is associating with others at the Institute,
students and professors, and I have the feeling that he begins to realize that I was right
when I ventured last summer to suggest that he should concentrate on the Institute. His
wife spoke to me the other evening of his not goingj£to Europe at all, spending the summer
here in America and buying a house next winter in Princeton. Of course, I did not crow
but said in the calmest way, "That would be very nice. * All this ought to be confidential)
for people like Einstein don't like to feel any pressure, even the pressure of approval.

"You have doubtless heard from Mr. Harris that the Equitable Life refused Professor
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Weyl's application for insurance. I have discussed the matter with Dr. Alfred Cohn, who
persists in his opinion that there is nothing really wrong with Weyl and that the re£ectior
is only in consequence of certain rules* from which th« compaid.es know too little to
depart. Mr. Harris is now trying the New York Life, and I have taken the matter up with
the Teachers flnsurance and Annuity Association of America. By the time you return we
shall have all the information, and I have the feeling that at that time we should have a
meeting of the Executive Committee and in one way or another give Professor Weyl and his
wife the assurance which we have given Professor Einstein and Professor Veblen. Certainly
no one could have thrown himself more actively in the work of the Institute than Weyl has
done. He is extremely active and very happy, as are also his wife and children."

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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Academic Organization

Biographical

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

FLEXNER, A,

VI1ER, J.

Flexner's handwritten footnote on letter to Frankfurter;
S. Of course, Viner is also a possibility.

Frankfurter papers
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DEGREES

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

PROFESSORS

MEMBERS

HAHDIN, JOHN R.

2/24

Academic Procedures

Academic Organization

Academic Personnel

Biographical

JohnR . Hardin to Charles R. Hardin, February

Asks him to prepare necessary papers to present to the
Board of Education of New Jersey for the granting of
authority to grant degrees. (Directed by the Board meeting
in January, I

"The Institute is actually in going order with a fully
equipped School of Mathematics, which has already received
international recognition. It is located at Princeton, and
has a staff of five professors. There are twenty-one students
(they style them 'workers'). Two of them have Ph0 D. degrees 0

*;

All the others have already been teaching. Some of them have
reached the rank of associate professors or assistant
professor in the most prominent institutions of this country
and Europe. They have been at work for as much as eight or
ten years, during whicht hey have made notable contributions
to mathematics. 0 o/̂  They are variously finaiicedo Some of
them pay their own way entirely and a tuition fee besides.
Others are sent by the National Research Council,
to which the Rockefeller Foundation makes an appropriation

for the purpose; others by the Rockefeller Foundation;
still others have been granted leave of absence on JBxalf pay
by their own institutions, despite the fact that these
institutions are hard pressed financially, and in these
instances the Institute has made a grant-in-aid. Others grants-
in-aid have been made and will be made. Plans for other
school^1 are under consideration, as well as for permanent
buildings, etc."

JRH Correspondence from January, 1934 to December,
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GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

SWANN, UANCY LEE Biographical

Dr. Swann's description of Gest Oriental Library,
Reprint on Translation of sections of it.

Gest Oriental Library—Vault file, Miscellaneous Material
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POUNDERS Corporation

EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

PLEXNER, A.

FULD, MRS. FELIX

Plexner to Mrs. Puld, March 6, 1934. (Mrs. Puld in Arizona),

The Veblens and the Knebelmans of the Princeton faculty
gave a party to the mathematics group—cold night but everybody
turned out. "As previously, Einstein was the unconscious lion
of the evening. He spoke with everybody and in the sweetest
possible way. He is working very hard, going to Pine Hall seven
days in the week; but, on the other hand, he continues to

; accept useless engagements which require him to leave Princeton,
going to Philadelphia for a dinner and returning at 1 o'clock
in the morning. Curiously, these interruptions do not affect
either his health or his work. He apparently...does these things
almost mechanically. The other day President and Mrs. Dodos
and Mrs. Plexner and I had lunch with him, and we had a real
German feed of sauerkraut, liver sausage, and such. I trembled
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for Mrs. Dodds, but she survived the ordeal, as did also the
rest of us.

D, Puld, Mrs. Felix
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

PLEXKTER, A.

SCHROEDINGER

Academic Organization

Biographical

Report on School of Economics and Politics.

Report that members of Faculty had been making inquiries
in field of mathematical physics, which **has already been
opened by Professor Einstein and Professor von Neumann.11 No
nomination to submit (Sehroedinger matter related?) Dirac
coming as visiting professor.

In April, 193̂ * Minutes, pp. 2-3. Director reports on
Sehroedinger as great mathematical physicist who resigned from
University of Berlin when Hitler assumer power, accep ted
immediately a professorship offered by Oxford, subject to a terra
as visiting professor previously arranged with Princeton University,
Worked with Einstein while here. See correspondence with

Eisenhart indicating that Princeton offered him a professorship
Mkiim which he refused, apparently looking toward I. A. S.
The March Minutes indicate this is what happened. ,3

Executive Committee Minutes
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EEHEPITS Academic Personnel

WEYL, MRS. Biographical

MAass and Leidesdorf appointed a special committee to
investigate pension for Mrs. Weyl,

Executive Committee Minutes
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

STRAUS, PERCY S.

FLEKKER, A.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Straus asks Plexner whether in view of the failure
of the economists to help in the period from '29 on, it
might be well to seek impersonality in an appointment in
the form of a young man of purely scientific training,
without any previous economic interests, and start him
from scratch as an economist, in the hope that the previous
training will prevent him from falling into any of the ruts
of previous economic thinking.

Plexner to Straus, March lij., 193̂ «

"There is something to be said in behalf of a historian
who is familiar with the economic and historical developments
from the beginning of the Industrial Revolution..oIt may also
turn out that we shall find within the field of mathematics

D Pile, Straus, Percy S.
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ER, JACOB Biographical

A.

PR&NKFORTHR, P.

Flexner to Frankfurter.

We cannot Mget far" with economists who are too amah on
record. Ml am afraid Vlner's relationship with Horgane^Mpn /
and the need of cooperating In doing polite things roaj hurt
niffi, although, there is. always the possibility it raay simply
enrich h.lra«tt

Felix Frankfurter's papers*
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STRAUS, JESSE ISADORE (American Ambassador to France) Biographical

EINSTEIN, A.
March 15, 193k

Straus to Flexner/writes in confusion about a request Mr.s Albert Einstein has made
of him to secure advice to Dr. Einstein from the Minister of Education in Paris that it
would be unsafe for him to fulfill a lecture engagement in Paris in April. Mrs. Einstein
stated she feared for his safety should he come but he would not on his own initiative
cancel his obligation to come to Paris. The Ambassador^ asks Flexner1 s aid.

Flexner to Straus, March 27, 193kj He recounts the confusion as reported in the New
York Times (see account filed under Einstein) namely, that when Einstein had agreed to
spend the year, in matter of fact, the rest of his career at the Institute, he had at the
same time been under obligation to deliver lectures in Paris, Madrid and a few weeks
annual̂  at Oxford. "He accepted...so that he was really a professor simultaneously at
four institutions. When I read of these complications in the New York Times last summer
I wrote him and his wife, in the kindliest tone, that I felt sure he "would "find it imposs-
ible to discharge these obligations; but they thought otherwise, and. I let the matter drop'

They came to Princeton in October. I have never alluded in conversation with them to
these outside engagements, says Flexner.

"For a few weeks I attempted to protect them against newspaper and other publicity,
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but as they did not cooperate I dropped all efforts in that direction."

He goes on to say that the Einsteins finally saw that he was right and that Einstein
resigned his Spanish chair, and has so far as Dr. Flexner knows, informed the Oxford
authorities that he cannot come to Oxford. "He really wants to stay in America, though

I my private hunch is that Mrs.. Einstein—partly on account of her children and partly for
] other reasons—desires to go abroad." He counsels the .Ambassador against doing anything,

i "In dealing with unworldly people of this sort, who will not ask advice until they have
I gotten themselves into a mess, it is impossible to do anything that is really helpful."

File IV-8
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Flexner to Dodds, March 15, 1934-

"I have seen Dean Eisenhart and he not only agrees that
it would be wise to mention the Institute in the catalogue, but
tells me that this has already been done in the preparation of
the pamphlet dealing with the work of the Graduate School.

"I shall send you a marked copy of our new bulletin as
soon as it is received from the Princeton Press. You are,
of course, free to make any use you please of this in your
report."

D, Dodds, Harold ¥.
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VINER, JACOB Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

FRANKFURTER, F.

Flexner to Frankfurter.

We cannot "get far" with economists who are too much on
record. MI am afraid Viner's relationship with Morgan»*«Enm
and the need of cooperating in doing polite things may hurt
him, although there is always the possibility it may simply
enrich him."

Felix FrankfurterN§ papers.

l

1931*

HEAD, SIR HENRY Biographical

DIRAC, PAUL A.M.

EINSTEIN, A.

VON NEUMANN, JOHN

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

GENERAL Educational Institutions

Flexner to Head (Hartley Court, England): (^/ffef^s)

"As Anne has written in her letter to your wife, Professor Dirac of Cambridge
is coining to the Institute as visiting professor next year. The entire group agreed
upon him as far the most desirable addition that we could make now that the trustees
have created a visiting professorship* which will enable us to borrow distinguished
persons from year to year.

"I wish that I could find the words to tell you how beautifully things have
gone in the School of Mathematics this year. The Princeton people have been extremely
kind and helpful. They have given us all the space we want in Fine Hall, a memorial
building to one of their late professors of mathematics, erected by a grateful pupil.
It is, I think, probably the best academic building 7in the United States, simple and iix
"**•) kXJMr-- <s~v-Ct"i --THY-I, *̂  0 vA*-<t ."*U_, . ix^'lv', l ^ M I - i < . |iA-Myy> I-(^JM^V c^vlu^ fcv c jU_^v~_. <f f. p^wj'iM- ,
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admirable taste. In the professors' room there is a fine mantel-piece with an inscription
which Einstein composed: 'Raffiniert ist der Herr Gott aber boshaft ist er nicht.' The
Princeton mathematicians and our group are indiscriminately- mingled together. Some of
them conduct seminars together and they almost all attend one another's lectures, as they
are not too frequent. Our white hope, so to speak, is a Hungarian, von Neumann, just
passed thirty - a brilliant boy, charming and modest, and much like your own Dirac.
Einstein, of course, has been the center of curiosity, of which he is altogether uncon-
scious. When I went to congratulate him the other day on his birthday he said, 'I have

I been happy and satisfied here beyond anything I have experienced anywhere in my whole
i life.' Our own students are twenty-four in number, almost all of them men in the early
thirties who are on leave of absence from good academic posts. They select, as they
would at Oxford or Cambridge, the teacher with whom they are most interested to work,
and make their individual arrangements for conferences and guidance. Of course, they
all attend the lectures of practically the entire group. I let the whole thing alone and
confine myself to doing errands and answering mail, for there is nothing that I can really
do for the mathematicians. You will see from this description how much I owe to Cambridge
and Oxford. Actually, the atmosphere of the whole place is, in its informality, much
more like Oxford or Cambridge than like any American university. A German professor who
visited us a week or so ago told Dean Eisenhart of Princeton as he left Fine Hall, 'This
is surely an Island of the Blessed.' Think of the folly of Germany. Of our five pro-
fessors three are Germans and two Americans. It is interesting to note that there are
repercussions in other American Universities. We are, of course, counting no unhatched
chickens, but I feel sure that in this atmosphere and environment something is bound to
come forth."

File 11-29
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

BENEFITS

DODDS, HAROLD H. Biographical

HAASS, HERBERT H,

Flexner to Maass.

Talked with Dodds, who, influenced by what IAS is doing
on benefits. Princeton Trustees feel need of making more secure
provision for their professorsr futures. Flexner says he would
rather "make a sacrifice myself" than see IAS professors
exposed to Knx±sfc±a: anxiety. Compliments Maass' statement
of last meeting on salaries—one school less if necessary to
keep them higho

Maass' answer to Flexner a high compliment on far-seeing plans.
March 20, 193̂ o
D, Haass
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SALARIES Academic Personnel
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY . Relations W.O.A.I.
FLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical
MAASS, HERBERT

Maass to Flexner:

"It is quite remarkable, in reading your report at this late date, to note how
farseeing you were and how what you stated at that time fits in so closely with what the
Institute is doing. Bringing Dirac over here is a splendid achievement, and certainly
will add immensely to the prestige of the Institute.

"Surely, if what we have done to assure a competence to our faculty has had no
other re-action than what is indicated in your talks with Professor Dodd, we have
accomplished something worth while, and I for one hope that we will rigidly adhere to
our)£ policy preferring to sacrifice expansions of subject matter to the maintenance of
substantial salaries and assurances to our staff.

•'Note your comment about the situation of Professor and Mrs. Weyl. The matter is
having the attention of Mr. Leidesdorf and myself, and I hope, before the expiration of
this week, to be able to make some definite and constructive report, of which I shall
apprise you promptly." Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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FOUNDERS C or p or at io n

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

of
Flexner's statement on resignation ±JE the founders

from active positions on the Board of Trustees as quoted in
the Nevj York Times;

11 o . .inasmuch as the Institute was well established and
function&^gaccording to the principles laid down fek by the
founders, both Mr. Bamberger and Mrse Puld felt that they
could resign from active participation and withdraw into the
background."

Pile 1-6
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GENEKAL Corporation

FLEXM1R, A. Biographical

EARLE, E. M.

Earle to Plexner, March 25, 193̂ 4-» apparently on a suggestion
from Plexner that a mathematical economist might be the person who
should start the school.

He thinks that, "without any exception of which I know, our
present-day economists are not by training or experience or iwulta
likely to contribute much to the s olution of the present-day
world-wide confusion. Also they have sacrificed their claim to
public confidence..."

A well-trained mind might capably investigate the problems
of today. Economics is no fearful ana wonderful mystery.

"I have confidence in the ability of a well-trained
historian to branch out into other fields." He cites the case of
Beard originally interested in historiography, who, when he set to
work on a biography of Alexander Hamilton unearthed materials on

the Constitution "which, as you know, profoundly changed the
course of historical and political research in America, [and even
made a deep impcession on lawyers and the law] ,"

He counsels not placing too much reliance upon the
statistical method or with these who are afflicted with
•mstaphysical aDstraction-^a besetting sin of the professional
^economist.,11 The School of Mathematics £ is always there for
the economists to draw upon.

D Pile, Earle, Edward M., 1931-35
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BUILDINGS ABD GROUNDS Facilities

FLEXNER, Ae Biographical

VEBLEN, 0.

Flexner to Veblen, March 27, 193I+.

"i continue from time to time to turn over in mind, the
question of site to which you have repeatedly alluded." He
asks for a memorandum in black and white what for. Owning
real estate may be fflore of an encumbrance than a help. He
welcomes reduction of the ideas to writing,,

Veblen to Plexner, April 12, 1931;.

He puts it down in writing;
be

(l)h I hope that the Institute will/permanently a. sea^t of
learning' (italics mine).""

He quo tes 'Mro M. H» A. Newman of Johns' College,
Cambridge in a statement years ago about his own university:
"it has been in existence as a seat of learning for a very
long time . '^here have been periods in which learning has
not occupied its seat, but the seat has always been there,
and learning is generally returned in the course of timec"

Veblen pleads for a permanent and visible locus as
important to the perpetuation of the purposes of the Institute
in the long future.

(2) We a re all agreed it is v ery desirable to/^ork in
close cooperation withihe University,, Well, we are also
agreed that the Institute should maintain Its independence,.
He fears a confusion of the 1nstitute with the general
conflicting purposes ana interests in a university, ana he
thinks that the preservation of the independence of the
Institute with the aid of site and building is important0

of the Institute
(3) He thinks that the plant/should be near that of

the Unigersity0
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This is to maistiKXK promote the good relationship between the
two institutions.

(k) It is entirely probably that Princeton&lll become
the site of a group of cultural institutions, much as Oxford
is a group of colleges. It will be a decided, advantage to b e
at the center of this group rather than on the periphery <>

(3) The considerations stated above lead to the
conclusion that the institute should have if possible a large
plot of land. It would be a mistake to get too small a
piece. YQU hardly could get too large a piece. All universittes,
including all the Oxford colleges, have made the mistake
of getting too small plotsc

(6) It is up to any institution which settles in a
place like Princeton to contribut&jzf to the amenities of the
place. A large enough plot of land could aid in the
accomplishment of this by keeping away "objaotionalhle
intruders."

(7) All of the eons Id e rat i tea hold good, no matter what

subjects the Institute is going to develop, or how it's going
to develop• theme However, he raises the question, what shall
be the first building the Institute should erect or move
into in case there's a suitable building already on the site0

He thinks the Institute should have sooner or later a
residential center analogous to an Oxford College without the
monastic background, tie thinks the first step probably ought
to b e something analogous to the Atheneum at Pasadena,
Harnack House in Berlin, the Abodes House in Oxford, including
a residence for the Director, something in the way of club
rooms or meeting place,,-for-m,embers of the Institute, and, if
possible, a certain/additional/amount ofy residential accommodation.
It should be a recognized socia5r~Tttrc"Teus for the Institute*

(8) The actual working quarters of the different schools
might, in some cases, be located, right on the University
campus, in contiguity to the appropriate department of the
University, and. that In other cases, it would be possible
to have working quarters on the Institute's own territory.
"But tills matter I regard as not affecting the question of
site very seriously, because the site should be adequate to
take care of completely the Institute's enterprises in case
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at
circumstances/some time in the future should make it
desirable to do so 0"

(9) About Pine Hall, It is now full; therefore, any
substantial increase in the School of Mathematics, or the
tfee«e facilities for theoretical physics, would tend to
overcrowd it. The situation with regard to offices in Pine
Hall: there are nine off ices with fireplaces and f i f teen
withouto The permanent members of the two staffs all have
separate offices. In addition to this, the instructors in
the University, assistants in the J-ns tit ute, and a certain
number of National Research Fellows have offices wnich are
shared with two or three persons„ It is desirable that our
assistants have kk«3aoanmx«fc£i3i«mx individual offices for
their own work.

to make an
(21) It will be feasible/is addition to the quarters in

Pine Hall either by building an addition to Palmer .Laboratory
orto aci Pine Hall on the lower side of the hill, or by
taking over the University Infirmary and replacing it by a
new hospital in a more suitable location,. He favors the
last proposal, since the infirmary would lend itself to the
purposes well. He suggests it might be possible to purchase

the 1 and arid building now used for the ±K&SLX. infirmary, or
at least lease them for a long terra.

(11) He mentions a problem which he says fee have not
had to face this year, but we might have to deal with it at
any moment's notice; serious illness on the part of one or
more workers at the Institute. He suggests this would be a
problem for the administration of the Xnsti tute0 If the
IK Institute/ participates in the replacement of the old
infirmary, it should be a simple matter to arrange that members
of the Institute had the right to admission to the new
hospital on similar terms„

Jft
I V Pile,
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

PANOFSKY, ERWIH Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

MOREY, C. R.

&
Panofsky to Flexner, March 29, 193ij-.

Thanks for visit to Princeton. They have decided to come to
Princeton in fall, and isacRHxfcfeEXKKXi: leave the rest to destiny,
Chance to work with Morey great—I. A. S. a Utopia—He was not
promised an offer by Flexner but thereafter vigorously pressed
for one, informing Flexner that he had declined both Chicago and
N. Y. U. (3/21/35)

A, 10/18/56, Panofsky (File No. 11)
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

GENERAL

rTElRLE, E. M.

EARLE, MRS. E. M.

April j» June

Academic Organization

Public Relations

Biographical

Newspaper clippings,
to

Attached/this memo and filed in Chronological file under
193k » April - June.

Earle papers - Vertical
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NEW SCHOOL INAUGURATED
BY TRUSTEES OF INSTITUTE

(Cw.tinued from Page One)

nomic adviser to the Executive Coun-
cil.

Dr. Earle is a graduate of Colum-
bia University and has become in
succession lecturer, assistant profes-
sor, associate professor and profes-
sor of history at that institution and
Barnard College. He is the author
of a volume on The Bagdad Railway,
which was awarded the George Louis
Beer Prize of 1923 as the best work
of that year on European diplomacy.

The final member of the faculty,
Dr. Mitrany, received his education
in Roumania whence he proceeded to
Germany, engaging in the export bus-
iness in Hamburg for a brief period.
Subsequently he became a lecturer in

economics at the London School of
Economics and Politics, at the same

time writing on foreign affairs for

the Manchester Guardian. In this
country he lectured at Harvard %
two years on politics and government
and on one of his tours he also ap-\d as a lecturer here and at Yale.

ARTICLES AT 'PRINCE'
BUSINESS OFFICE

One watch, initials S.J.T.C.;

one fountain pen and one pair

of glasses. Call at one o'clock.

\E WEATHER

Fair; continued cold.

PRICE FIVE CENTS

TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL
LAUNCH NEW BRANCH
School of Economics and Politics

Formed Within the Institute
for Advanced Study.

THREE PROFESSORS NAMED

Will Make Study of Modern Economic
and Political Phenomena With

Complete Freedom.

By P. T. KIMBALL II '37
Following four years of careful

consideration and conferences with
economists and publicists in this
country and abroad, it has 'been decid-
ed by the Trustees of the Institute for
Advanced Study to launch the nuc-
leus of a School of Economics and
Politics. The new School will be ad-
ministered along the lines pursued to
date in forming the School of Math-
ematics, the inaugural branch of the
Institute.

It is expected that the School of
Economics and Politics will cooper-
ate with the advanced work in eco-
nomics carried on at Princeton in the
same informal way in which the
School of Mathematics has from the
outset cooperated with the advanced
work of Princeton University in the
field of mathematics. All opportuni-
ties afforded by one institution will
continue to be available to students of
the other, activities opening inform-
ally in the coming fall.

Three Men Appointed.
Three men have already been ap-

pointed by the trustees to commence
the establishment of the new School
in the Institute, Dr. Winfteld W.
Riefler, Dr. Edward iM. Earle and Dr.
David Mitrany. Nc prograiri has been
laid out as yet nor will any be form-
ed until these three members of the
School have abundant opportunity to
decide upon the methods of procedure
which they themselves prefer. It is
understood that they will undertake
among other things a re-examination
of economic and political theory, and
that they will study the economic and
political phenomena of our own times
with absolute freedom of thought,
opinion and expression.

All three memebrs of the faculty
of this new school have had broad ex-
perience in the field of economics and
politics. Dr. Riefler, a graduate of
Amherst in the class of 1921, has
served as foreign trade officer in the
Department of Commerce, Buenos
Aires, and has been connected with
the Division of Research and Sta-
tistics of the Federal Reserve Board
for a period of ten years, acting dur-
ing the past year as Chairman of the
Central Statistical Board and eco-

(Continued on Page Three)
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RESEARCH SCHOOL
TO EXTEND WORK

Advanced Study Institute at
Princeton to Open Politics

and Economics Unit.

Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
PRINCETON, N. J., Jan. 15.-The

Institute for Advanced Study,
founded in 1930 through a ,$5,000,-
000 gift from Louis Bamberger and
Mrs. Felix Fuld, and its first unit,
the School for Mathematics, opened
three years later, announced to-
night the establishment of another
unit to be known as the School for
Economics and Politics.

The new school, to be opened here
in the Fall, will carry out the same
informal plan of study and research
as its companion unit, of which
Professor Albert Einstein is a mem-
ber. The announcement culminates
plans started in 1933 at the Spring
meeting- of the institute, when an,
anonymous gift of $1,000,000 was
received.

The appointment of three profes-
sors, all leaders in their fields, also
was announced. They are Winfield
W. Riefler, chairman of the Central
Statistical Board and economics ad-
viser to the executive council of the
Federal Reserve Board; Dr. Edward
M. Earle, Professor of History at
Columbia University and Barnard
College, who in 1923 won the George
Louis Beer Prize for the best piece
of literature on European diplo-
macy, and David Mitrany, lecturer
on government and politics at Har-
vard, Yale and Princeton.
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PATIENT AT SPRINGS
GETS PRINCETON JOB

Dr. Edward Earle Named to
Faculty of Politics School

i ! Associated Press,
COLORADO SPRINGS, Jan. 19..

Dr. Edward Meade Earle, professoi
of history at Columbia and Barnarc
Universities, who has been on a leave
of absence for the last four years
has been appointed to the faculty ol
the school of economics and politics
newest unit of the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study at Princeton, N. J., it
was announced here today.

Dr. Earle, who has been living here
for the last four years, is a patient
in a Colorado Springs hospital. He
attained international prominence
in 1923 when his book, "Turkey, the
Great Powers and the Bagdad Rail-
way," won the George Louis Beer
prize for the best work on interna-
tional diplomacy. He is author also
of numerous magazine articles on in-
ternational affairs.

Dr. Earle was informed in a letter
from Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler,
president of Columbia University,
that his resignation from the Col-
umbia faculty would not be accepted.

"You will be granted a leave of
absence to accept this new and won-
derful opportunity, the leave to con-
tinue the rest of your life, if you
desire," Dr. Butler wrote.
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Springs Man Appointed to
Faculty of Unit for

Advanced Study

(Continued From Page One)
unit, the School of Mathematics, of
"»hich Professor Albert Einstein Is
a member.

Dr. Barle, who holds degrees of
B. S., M. A. and Ph. D. from Colum-
bia university, attained international
prominence in 1923 when his boolr,
"Turkey, the Great Powers,, an I
the Bagdad Railway," won the
George Louis Beer prize for the best
work on international diplomacy.

Dr. Barle is a prolific contributor
to periodicals, and his writings on
nternational affairs, particularly
taose pertaining to the near eas',
have appeared in the American
Historical Review, the Political Sci-
ence Quarterly, Foreign Affairs
Quarterly, The Nation, The Forum,
Asia, and elsewhere. He is gener-
ally regarded as the outstanding
American authority on Turkish af-
fairs. Many of his articles have
been translated into French, Ger-
man, Arabic and Turkish.

Columbia university granted Dr.
Earle an indefinite leave of absencs
to take advantage of the institute
offer.

The institute is situated in
Princeton, N. J., where Mrs. Karta
is now headmistress at Fine schoo1,
a private school for some 200 girls.
Thus Dr. Earle will be able to pur-
sue his new duties at his hom«
when he returns to Princeton.

The institute has no undergradu-
ate department and starts at a,
point where most universities enfl.
One of the entrance requirements is
a Ph. D. degree in addition to in-
dependent work which may qualify
a scholar for entrance. There ar?.
no degrees awarded. Each student
becomes what might be termed an
apprentice to the professor undfcr
whom he is working.

Professors appointed with Dr.
Earle were Winfield W. Riefler,
chairman of the central statistical
board and economic adviser to the
executive council of the federal re-
serve board, and David Mitrany, lec-
turer on government and politics a*
Harvard, Yale and Princeton.
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MRS. EARLE IS SELECTED i j
j MISS FINE'S SCHOOL HEAD ;
Dr. fishy Makes Address at Annual,

Commencement Exercises Yes- ! J
terday Morning. i i

i Dr. John H. Finley, associate edi-:
i tor of The New York Times and a
! close friend during her lifetime of the j
: late Headmistress, Miss May Mar-
garet Fine, delivered the address to I

i the graduating class at the Com.- j
mencement exercises held at Miss i
Fine's School yesterday morning.

Dr. Finley paid a warm trbute to j
' Miss Fine in his address. He spoke
of the beauty of her life and of her!

i influence on the lives of the girls who
I were students at the school during
I the more than thirty years that she"
• was its Headmistress. He drew an'j
] analogy between her life and that of.
i a verb. It was transitive, he said, j
^because it required an object, to which j
' she gave her devotion; it was always'
in an active mood and in the present j

! tense—she lived in the present.
Dr. Finley urged the young grad- !

i'uates to consider the hours of life as
1 treasure more valuable than gold, to
; compute their wealth in the leisure'
i minutes given them, which, if devoted
to study or some worth-while pur- j
suit, would result in a life of splen-
did accomplishment.

The graduating class was the larg- j
est in the history of the school. The
following were members of the class:
Jane Crozier Armstrong, Kathryn
Amanda Chatten, Margaret Mary
Devlin, Catherine Mary Drugan,
Elizabeth Field, Wilhelmina Foster,
Elizabeth Janette 'Funkhouser, Janet
Carson Greenland, Elizabeth Hunt |
Gummere, Esther Caroline Howard,!
Augusta M. Katzenbach, Elizabeth j

i Vail Kinports, Isabel Maddock Lewis, i
i Jane Alleyne Lewis, Martha Jane!
i Lutz, iSally Hyde McKeag, Virginia i
! Ruth McLean, Ethel Dixon Meredith,
Margaret Barr Myers, Gertrude

! Righter, Mary Winterson Smith, Rita
i Grace Smith, Lorna von Morien
i Stuart, Elizabeth Hunt Tofoin, and
j Evelyn Elizabeth Wicoff.

Dr. Charles R. Erdman, President
of the Board of Trustees, presided at
the 'Commencement exercises and pre-

j sented the diplomas to the graduates.
I He announced the appointment of
i Mrs. Edward Mead Earle, of New
j York, as Headmistress. Mrs. Earle,

j he stated, .was chosen from among
j forty applicants for the position, and
was unanimously the first choice of
the Trustees.

In opening the exercises Dr. Erd-
j man said, in part:

"In the name of the Trustees of the
School it is my privilege and honor
to extend, in a single word, a most
cordial welcome to all who have come

(Continued on Page Four)

!..
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25 IN MISS FINE'S CLASS,

Dr. Finley Addresses Graduates of
School at Princeton.

c

Special to THE NEW YORK TIIIEP.
PRINCETON, N. J., June 7.— At

he thirty-fifth annual commence-
ent exercises today at Miss Fine's

ool of Princeton, announcement
,s made of the appointment of

Mrs. Edward Mead Earle of New
York as headmistress of the school
to succeed the late Margaret M.
Fine, founder and former headmis-
tress. Miss Fine died several
months ago.

Dr. John H. Finley, Associate Ed-
itor of THE Naw YORK TIMES, gave
the commencement address. Dr. T
Charles R. Erdman, president of | n
the board of trustees of the school, j
awarded diplomas to a graduating! t
class of twenty-five. j j/

Mrs. Earle was graduated from d
Barnard College in 1917 and re- j h
ceived her master's degree the fol- 1
lowing year. In the last three years j th
she has been doing research work
in history at Colorado Springs, Col.
Mrs. Earle will assume her new
duties in September.

Diplomas were awarded to the
following members of the senior
class:
Jane Lewis
Esther Howard
Jjorna Stuart
Gertrude Kighter
Kathryn Chatten
Elizabeth Field
Margaret Myers
Jane Armstrong
Wilhelmina Foster
Tsabelle Lawton
Martha Lutz
Janet Greenland
Ethel Meredith

(Elizabeth Kinports
Ketsy .b'unkhouser
Betty Gummere
Evelyn Wicoff
Augusta Katzenbach
Katherine Drugan
Margaret Devlin
Rita Smith
Ketty Tohin

{Sarah McKeaj?
Virginia McLean

IMary Smith

The English prize of $5 went to
Evelyn Wicoff; -high scholarship
prize of $25 to Jane Armstrong and
the Shear poetry prize to Jane
Lewis.
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SECOND UNIT OF INSTITUTE
TO BE OPENED IN AUTUMN!

Three Men Are Appointed to Staff
of New School of Economics

and Politics.

The Institute for Advanced Study, |
of which Dr. Abraham Flexner is
director, will open its second division,

I a School of Economics and Politics,>
j next fall. Announcement of the ap-!
: pointment of three men to its f ac-
; ulty was made at the meeting of the
j Board of Trustees held in New York [
!• on Monday.

They are Dr. Winfield W. Riefler,;
! chairman of the Central Statistical [
I Board and economic adviser to the ex- j
! ecutive council of the Federal Re-
serve Board; Dr. Edward M. Earle,

i Professor of History at Columbia
| University; and Dr. David Mitrany,
lecturer on economics at Harvard j
University.

Funds for the new School of Eco-
i nomrcs and Politics were provided i
last winter by an anonymous donor!
who gave $1,000,000 to the Institute!
for work in the social sciences. The;

| Institute was originally endowed by
; Louis Bamberger and his sister, Mrs. j
! Felix Fund, who contributed $5,000,- j
000 in 1930. The School of Mathe-j
matics, first unit of the Institute, toe-i
gan work in the fall of 1933.-

Quarters for the School of Mathe-
matics were provided by Princeton
University in Fine Mathematics Hall.
Where the new School of Economics!
and Politics will be housed was not j
stated in the announcement of its or-
ganization. It is believed that it will
not be housed in a University build-
ing, however. Co-operation between
the School and the University social
science departments is expected, as i
in the Case of the School of Mathe-
matics and the science departments of
the University.

, j who will form tthe nucleus of the staff
, I wro will form the nucleus of the staff
. j of the new School, was at one time i
1 1 a t Princeton University. He has lee- J

tured at the London School of Eco-
nomics and at Yale and was a mem-
ber of the staff of the Manchester
Guardian. He is a native of Rou-
mania and a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Jassy and of Berlin.

In 1923, Dr. Earle won the George
Louis Beer Prize for the best work
on European diplomacy with his
"Baghdad Railway." He is a gradu-
ate of Columbia. Mr. Riefler, Am-
herst and Brookings graduate, is the
author of "Money Rates and Money
Markets in the United States".
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THE WEATHER

Fair; continued cold.

PRICE FIVE CENTS

USTEES OF SCHOOL
LAUNffi NEW BRANCH
School of Economics and Politics

Formed Within the Institute
for Advanced Study.

THREE PROFESSORS NAMED

Will Make Study of Modern Economic
and Political Phenomena With

Complete Freedom.

By P. T. KIMBALL II '37
Following four years of careful

consideration and conferences with
economists and publicists in this
country and abroad, it has been decid-
ed by the Trustees of the Institute for
Advanced Study to launch the nuc-
leus of a School of Economics and
Politics. The new School will be ad-
ministered along the lines pursued to
date in forming the School of Math-
ematics, the inaugural branch of the
Institute.

It is expected that the School of
Economics and Politics will cooper-
ate with the advanced work in eco-
nomics carried on at Princeton in the
same informal way in which the
School of Mathematics has from the
outset cooperated with the advanced
work of Princeton University in the
field of mathematics. All opportuni-
ties afforded by one institution will
continue to be available to students of
the other, activities opening inform-
ally in the coming fall.

Three Men Appointed.
Three men have already been ap-

pointed by the trustees to commence
the establishment of the new School
in the Institute, Dr. Winfield W.
Riefler, Dr. Edward iM. Earle and Dr.
David Mitrany. No program has been

r~laid out as yet nor will any be form-
ed until these three members of the
School have abundant opportunity to
decide upon the methods of procedure
which they themselves prefer. It is
understood that they will undertake
among other things a re-examination
of economic and -political theory, and
that they will study the economic and
political phenomena of our own times
with absolute freedom of thought,
opinion and expression.

All three memebrs of the faculty
of this new school have had broad ex-
perience in the field of economics and
politics. Dr. Riefler, a graduate of
Amherst in the class of 1921, has
served as foreign trade officer in the
Department of Commerce, Buenos
Aires, and has been connected with
the Division of Research and Sta-
tistics of the Federal Reserve Board
for a period of ten years, acting dur-
ing the past year as Chairman of the
Central Statistical Board and eco-
nomic adviser to the Executive Coun-i
cil.

Dr. Earle is a graduate of Colum-
bia University and has become in
succession lecturer, assistant profes-j

— sor, associate professor and profes-'
E sor of history at that institution and j

Barnard College. He is the author j
of a volume on The Bagdad Railway, \h was awarded the George Louis j

]Beer Prize of 1923 as the best work'
,of that year on European diplomacy, j
j The final member of the faculty/
{Dr. Mitrany, received his education
in Roumania whence he proceeded to
.Germany, engaging in the export bus- j
~iness in Hamburg for a brief period.
Subsequently he became a lecturer in
economics at the London School of i
Economics and Politics, at the same

[time writing on foreign affairs for
the Manchester Guardian. In this
country 'he lectured at Harvard for

j two years on politics and government
and on one of his tours he also ap-
peared as a lecturer here and at Yale.Beatrice Stern research files, Chronological Files, Box 1, 1934 
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RESEARCH SCHOOL
TO EXTEND WORK

Advanced Study Institute at

Princeton to Open Politics

and Economics Unit.

Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
PRINCETON, N. J., Jan. 15.-The

Institute for Advanced Study,
founded in 1930 through a $5,000,-
000 gift from Louis Bamberger and
Msr. Felix Fuid, and opened its
first unit, the School for Mathemat-
ics, three years later, announced
tonight the establishment of an-
other unit to be known as the
School 4fflC"Economics and Politics.

The new school to be opened here
in the Fall will carry out the same
informal plan of study and research
as its companion unit, of which
Professor Albert Einstein is a mem-
ber. The announceemnt culminates
plans started in 1933 at the Spring
meting of the institute when an
anonymous gift of $1,000,000 was
received.

The appointment of three profes-
sors, all leaders in their fields, also
was announced. They are Winfield
W. Riefler, chairman of the Central
Statistical Board and economics ad-
viser to the executive council of the
Federal Reserve Board; Edward
M, Earle, Professor of History at
Columbia University and Barnard
College, who in 1923 won the George
Louis Beer Prize for the best piece
of literature on European diplo-
macy, and David Mitrany, lecturer
on government and politics at Har-
vard, Yale and Princeton.

Cooperates With the University.
The institute has no connection

with Princeton University, although
each cooperates with the other.
The School for Mathematics uses
Fine Hall at Princeton for its thir-
ty-five students, but otherwise has
no material affiliation. The an-
nouncement for the new unit gave
no indication where the school
would be quartered in Princeton.

The original purpose of the insti-
tute, which will be carried out in
all its branches, is to bring together
workers for advanced study and re-
search who may study and conduct

, . ,
individual research under outstand-
ing leaders in each field of en
deavor.

There is no set routine either fo
the students or the faculty. Th
institute has often been referred t
as the "Paradise for Scholars." Dr
Abraham Flexner, former secretary
and director of the division of med
ical education of the general edu
cation board, is director of the in
stitute.

Mr. Rieffer, who was graduated
from Amherst College and the
Brookings Graduate School, was a
member of the Foreign Trade Of
fice of the Department of Com-
merce at Buenos Aires, and a di
rector of research and statistics ol
the Federal Reserve Board. He is
the author of "Money Rates anc
Money Markets in the Unitec
States."

Mitrany Born in Rumania.
Dr. Earle is the author qf

"Bagdad Railway," for which Eb
won the Beer award. He received
his B. S., M. A. and Ph. D. at Co-
lumbia University.

Mr. Mitrany attended the Uni-
versity of Jassy in Rumania,
where he was born, and also stud-
ied in Berlin. He was a lecturer
on economics at the London School
for Economics and Politics and was
a member of the staff of The Man-
chester Guardian, where he wrote
on foreign affairs.

The institute has no undergrad-
uate department and starts at a
point where most universities end.
One of the entrance requirements
is a Ph. D. in addition to indepen-
dent work which may qualify a
scholar for entrance. There are no
degrees awarded. Each student be-
comes what might be termed an
apprentice to the professor under
whom he is working.

13 Harvard Alumni Nominated.
Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Jan. 14.—
Thirteen Harvard alumni have been
named as candidates for five places
on the Board of Overseers which
will become vacant by normal re-
tirement in June. They are: Bliss
Perry of Cambridge, eorge T.
Moore of St. Louis, John F. Per-
kins of Milton, William R. Castle
Jr. of Washington, Channing
Frothingham, Robert H. Gardiner
and Leverett Saltonstall of Boston,
Roland L. Redmond, F. Higginson
Cabot Jr., Francio M. Weld, Her-
bert E. Winlock and Henry S. Mor-
gan of New York City.
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Springs Man Appointed to
Faculty of Unit for

Advanced Study

Appointment of Dr. E d w a r d
Meadfi EarJ, professor of history at
Columbia university and Barnard
college, as one of three professors
of the school of economics and po'i-
tics, newest unit of the Institute for
Advanced Study, founded in 1320
thru a $5,000,000 gift from Louis
Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fukl,
was announced here yesterday.

Dr. Earle, on leave from Colum-
bia, has been a resident of Colo-
lado Springs for nearly four yeary.
He and his family lived in Broad-
moor for a time, but Dr. Earle Is
now a patient at Glockner sana-
torium.

The School of Economics and Pol-
itics will open in the fall, carrying
out the same informal plan of
study and research as its companion

(Continued on Page Eight —Col. Eight)
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.1 for inspection.
it much-discussed fat., j _,. __ iriug tne
;e afternoon.
ie <^
10
ie Institute for Advanced Study

Begins Politico-Economic Unit
' I *HE school of economics and politics, Si <
A second unit of the Institute for Ad- J 1

J_ vanced Study, will begin work next fall,
{. according to an announcement last week
g by Abraham Flexner, director of the in- ~
\\. Three faculty appointments have •
ss been made : Winfleld W. Riefler, eco- ^
yt nomic adviser to the Central Statistics >'
't Board; Edward M. Earle, professor of
,, history at Columbia; and David Mitrany, .
f lecturer at the London School of Eco-
" nomics and Politics.
e Dr. Flexner stated: "No program has

been laid out, nor will any program be
formed until the three members of the
school have abundant opportunity to de-

r cide upon the methods of .procedure which
they themselves prefer. There is agree-

e ment that they will undertake among
i other things a reexamination of economic
j and political theory and that they will, /

with absolute freedom of thought, opin- I
ion. and expression, study the economic J

i and political phenomena of our own /
times."

There is no formal connection between /
Princeton University and the institute, but /
much cooperation in scholarly work.
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POLICIES Administration

SALARIES Academic Personnel

PLEXNER, SIMON Biographical

Simon to Ben Plexner regarding Frankfurter's and Plexner's
dispute and with. paKiasfc particular reference to salaries at
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research.

"It is time that the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research has no single scale of salaries, but it does have a
fixed scale. They are merely 'classes," which Felix seems also
to approve. Indeed I do not see how one could manage except
with some such recosnized discriminationse"

Frankfurter Papers
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FLEMER, SIMON Biographical

FLEXUER, BEN •

FRANKFURTER, P.

Simon on Felix, Abe ana academicians. (See Frankfurter to Plexner
2/21/31]. Vertical File, Prankfurter-2.

Frankfurter-II, Vertical Pile
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EARLE, EDWARD MEADE Bicg raphical

FIEXNER, A.

SABIN, FLORENCE R.

Flexner to Sabin, April 2, 193k.

Flexner asks Sabin to write Dr0 Webb, Earle's physician in
Colorado, to ask whether Earle's puesent condition and the
outlook are such as would be justified "from the standpoint of
the Institute"in taking any such step» "Search as I may, I
have not been able to find anyone who seems to me to possess
Earle's intelligence, vigor of expression, etc.

D, Sabin, Florence, Re
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

Mr. Maass to Dr. Flexner:
"In re, Weyl insurance

"Dear Dr. Flexner:-

"As you are aware, at the last meeting of the Executive Committe, Mr. Leidesdorf
and I were appointed a Committee to examine into the above problem and recommend the most
efficient and cheapest manner in which the Institute could protect itself in view of the
untoward circumstances which had arisen in connection with the problem.

"I sensed that the safest way to meet the situation would be for the Institute to
invest a sum of money on which it would receive a return approximately equivalent to the
income which it derives from its investments and at the same time be assured the return
therefrom of an ultimate fund which would meet the requirements w)4ith respect to the
annuity payable to Mrs. Weyl in the event of Professor Weyl*s death. This required that
Mrs. Weyl be made the subject of the insur̂ e fa instead of Professor Weyl.

"I took up the matter with Mr. Harris and gave him my suggestions and he has worked
out his plans which Mr. Leidesdorf in turn submitted to Mr. Lee J. Wolfe, who acts as an
actuary for the large companies. Mr. Wolfe approved the idea in principle as being the
soundest method to be applied. He called attention to another phase of the insurance
situation, which Mr. Harris has embodied in the plans herewith submitted.

"Personally, I am frankly of the opinion that we should adopt one or the other of
the enclosed plans, the merits of which I will point out to you herein.

"Plan 1 represents a deposit by the Institute of $70,000.00 with wkich to buy an
annuity with refund, and the deposit of $79*875«00 as a single premium on the purchase
of $150,000.00, ordinary life policy on the life of Mrs. Weyl the combined deposit
aggregating $149,875.00. As you will observe, $ the combined income from the annuity
and from the insurance dividends would be approximately $5300.00 per annum, or, 3.6 /per
cent/ on the amount of the combined investment. I state this average, notwithstanding
the fact that the first year's return would be $87̂ 3.10, which is above the average, due
to the fact that being a single premium life insurance policy, the first year's return
would be out of the ordinary. Under this plan the Institute, as per the schedule, would
receive the benefits from the combined policy and annuity, which, in the event of early
death, would substantially exceed the amount of the deposit, and in the event that Mrs.
Weyl survive the annuity period of twenty years, would always remain $150,000, constituting
the return of the investment. So that from it you will observe we are gathering in
approximately the usual return on such investments as the Institute is in the habit of
making with its funds throughout the period, and in the event of Mrs. Weyl's death at any
time during the period we would have refunded to the Institute an excess above the original
investment, and in the event of her death after the annuity period, the original investmenl
would be returned.

"There is always the possibility that if the claims mature by virtue of death, the
Institute would be permitted to leave the fund with the Insurance Company and receive a
guaranteed return at three per cent., or the prevailing rate, which is now four and one-
quarter per cent. I am inclined to think this is a feature of which the Trustees would

not desire to avail, but it is at hand if it should prove attractive to them.
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"Plan 1-a represents the same amount of deposits for annuity and insurance as in
Plan 1, but the annuity is written in one company and the insurance in another, in order
to show a larger annual return. However, there is a decrease in the death benefit during
the annuity period, as the schedule shows, but the minimum return is $150,000.

"As against these plans is Plan 2, which involves the deposit of $126,??2.50 as
payment for a five year 0150,000 endowment policy (single premium). Under this plan if
Mrs. Weyl dies at any time during the five year period, the Institute would receive
$150,000, and at the end of the endowment period, if she be still living, the Institute
would receive a like sum. By investing the $23,300 difference between this amount and
the $150,000 in the first plan, the Institute would have an income, over a period of five
years, of approximately $5,000, so that at the end of the fifth year it would have accumu-
lated & total of about $28,000, which, added to the $150,000, would leave the Institute
with $178,000 at the end of the fifth year. This plan is in the Sun Life Insurance Company
which I am doubtful will meet with the approval of the directors, so that I personally
peefer the first two plans. The first plan involves the New England fMutual Life Insurance
Company and Plan 1-a involves the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company and the
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company.

"I recommend, therefore, that this be taken up at an early meeting of the Fjj%Jice
Committee, so that Mr. Bamberger and Mr. Hardin may pass upon it."

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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SCHROEDINGER Biographical

Schroedinger spending a month at Princeton University.
Formerly professor of theoretical physics at University of
Berlin. Resigned in protest. Now supernumerary at Oxford.

r-

• ̂ <

Science, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, Vol.

April 6, 193i|.
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DIRECTOR Administration

VEBLEN, MRS. 0. Biographical
Mrs. ¥eblen (Elizabeth M.D.) to Flexner:

Mrs. Veblen thinks their "dishwashing lady" should, be covered by insurance because
according to N. J. Law, IAS is responsible in case of accident for any of its employees.
Help on campus (Princeton) are covered by group insurance—she is not in their employment,
but paid for by the Institute.

File 17-19
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BY-LAWS (GENERAL) Corporafc Ion

FOUNDERS

FLEXpLR, A. Biographical

HARDIN, JOHN R.

Flexner to Har-din, April 9, 193 .̂

At the last meeting of the Board, b oth the President
and the Vice-president were unavoidably absent^,

;Mr. Bamberger suggested that the By-Laws be so amended as
' to permit the election of two Vice-Presidents, thereby
making as certain as possible that a regular officer would
be in attendance to preside at the meetings of the Board,,

A change in the By-Laws to this effect will be submitted
at the forthcoming annual meeting.

A further change In the By-Laws will be suggested, that
in place of the Committee on Site, which is not a standing
committee, a standing Committee on Buildings and Grounds oe
appointed, consisting of 3 members with the usual ex-officio members,
JRH Dorresoondence from January, 1931+ to December,
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SHEAR, T. LESLIE Biographial

Princeton University archeologist directing excavations
in Agora.

III-2L).
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

ARCHEOLOGY

HISTORY OP ART

MORET, C0 R.

PRINCETON

Academic Organization

Academic Activities

Biographical

Relations WOAI

C. R. Morey, April 9, 1934, to Plexner0

A long letter extending into April 10, and enclosing the
mimeographed statement, "The Future of the DBpartment of Art
and Archeology',' Princeton University, issued by the department
in 19320 His letter also gives a statement of research projects
at present under way in the department, and also three drawings
showing the proposed amecHQbs&Jit remodelling of McCormick Hall
to provide further research facilities0

111-24
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SALARIES Academic Personnel
STIPENDS
FLEXNEE, ABRAHAM Biographical
MAASS, HERBERT

Flexner to Haass:
/

"Dear Mr. Maassi
V

"The question has been draised as to whether, in disposing of grants-in-aid, the
Institute can, in view of the wide-spread destt̂ rŴ n̂ aĵ B̂ji, take into consideration
not only scientific and educational factorsT*̂ P*sfljaa1S*S2*and other hardships under
which applicants may be laboring in consequence of no fault of their own, but rather of
conditions which now prevail in Germany, Austria, and other countries. Before taking any
action I should like a legal opinion from you, as our ssssw. counsel, as to the right of
the Trustees or of the members JL of the "SehooT '̂ f̂ Mathemiics to"" admit such factors in
deciding on the use of the funds at their disposal."

'Vl't (J

Iw

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H. (\«^-^' «̂ .„̂ v,̂ , [V.
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

MEYL, MRS. HERMANN Biographical

MAASS, HERBERT H.

Maass to Hard in, April 11 and April 2Lj., 193̂ 4-c

Two letters analyzing plans for the securing of
benefits to Weyl and Mrs0 Weyl pursuant to contract and
giving the figures.

JPIi Correspondence from January, 193̂ 4- to December, 193&
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

VEBLEN, 0.

FLEXNER, A.

Relations WOAI

Academic Organization

Facilities

Biographical

Originals Veblen to Plexner on School of Mathematics and
Pine Hall. Very important,, Independence of I. A. S. stressed.
Did he belie-ve that scholarship of I. A. S. adversely influenced
by graduate school atmosphere?

Also Veblen1s recommendation for building first common
builciing like XgisgafrHg Atheneum at Pasadena with schools on
campus near University. Buildings appropriate.

Letters filed in Vertical Pile under "V'T for Veblen.

P. A., l/8/>$
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

VEBLEN, OSWAID Biographical

FLEXKER, A. »

Flexner to Veblen (Fine Hall, Princeton) :
•V-

"Thank you for your wise, thoughtful, and very clear letter of .April 12th. I
have read it only once, but I can see that it will give the Committee on Buildings and
Grounds something very substantial to meditate upon. I have the feeling that what might
have looked like dilatory procedure has really allowed our minds to work subconsciously
en what will become in the course of time a question of overwhelming importance. I shall
bring this letter to the attention of the Committee at the earliest possible opportunity."

*Wot in file.

File IV-19
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FLEXNER, Ao Biographical

LOVE, E. A.

See Note file for Note regarding the following: Plexner was
possibly led almost forcibly by Lowe to appoint him in 193&J Lowe severed
his connection with Oxford and jeopardized Carnegie Institution's favor in
so doing. (See digest his letter of lj./23/3̂  filed in School of Humanistic
Studies).

Flexner had no thought then that Lo^e would attract young workers.

Pile: IAS, E0 A. Lowe, 1933-43
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GIFTS Financ e

FOUNDERS Corpor at ion

Signed memorandum from Louis Bamberger to the
Trustees, April 23, 193{j.,

"Some months ago the Bounders of the Ins^itutd added a
sum of approximately half a million dollars tothe funds of the
Institute. At my request, no mention was made of this fact,
I desire to inform the Trustees that an additional sum has

been added so as to bring this gift up to Si,000,000. The
gift is made in view of two considerations: (1) that the

\ilnstitute may perhaps shortly wish to acquire a site; (2)
that the Director may feel more free to proceed with the
organization of the School of Economics and Polities. While
the same freedom will of course be left to the members of the
School of Economics and Politics as has been left to the members
of the School of Mathematics, I desire to put on record my hope
that the activities of the School of Economics and Politics may
contribute not only to a knowledge of these subjects but
ultimately to the cause of social justice which we have deeply at
heart."
D, Bamberger, Louis, 2$@[ 1930-1936
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1934

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization
LCWE, S.A. Biographical
FLEHMER, ABRHAFii-
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE Foundations

E.A.Lowe (Oxford.) to Dr. Jlexner:

Dr. Lowe says he has written to the Carnegie Institution to see if they would, have
any objection to his accepting a post in America similar to the one which he holds in
England. His work in European libraries is not finished bjrb his health suffers and he
must leave Europe. "It took a good deal of diplomacy to win Dr. M /Merriam/ over to
give me leave to assume the editorship of CLA.*1

"While in Piris during the Easter vacation I saw E.K.Rand, with whom, as you know,
I am on intimate terms. We had a confidential talk about my pjans for the future and we
dismissed Harvard, first because Rand himself teaches palaeography there, and secondly
for financial reasons, Harvard having just offered KBhler a twelve-thousand dollar
professorship and an extra two thousand for demenagement (but for lack of funds Harvard
would take Kohler's brother, the Gestaltpsycholog as well). The other possibility which
occurred to you - Princeton - also occurred at once to Rand, who said that there had
always been a friendly rivalry between the two universities as well as close cooperation,
and now that Harvard had made such an acquiaition in KBhler, Princeton might be moved

to strengthen its medieval and art departments by calling "a man of European standing"
(I- am quoting Rand). He had. the feeling that if Princeton wanted me they would give me
nothing less than a full professorship and would consider it infrg dig, to share me with
Carnegie Institution. Be all this as it may, the way is now open for you to use any kind
offices you may find it .in your heart to employ in my poor behalf - and you know I shall
be everlastingly grateful. I ought to add that the ideal conditions for me are those
under which I should, have the minimum of teaching and no administrative duties, with the
greatest possible opportunity for research. I'm not asking much!!!11

File: IAS - E.A.Lowe - 1933-̂ 3
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SCHOOL OF'ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES

EARLE, EDWARD MEAD Biographical

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"I was authorized at the last meeting to present a nomination in the field of
economics and poliifcs. I have sought counsel on this matter in every possible direction,
both in this country and abroad. It is extremely difficult to find in the field of econom-
| ics persons of first-rate ability who have not already so far committed themselves in
irespect to contentious problems that they can hardly be expected to pursue the subject
further in an unbiased, scientific spirit. Moreover, economists as a whole have, as a
distinguished Oxford scholar has pointed out to me recently in a letter, operated over too
wide a field. 'Cur own economics school1, he writes, 'is suffering from the disease of
trying to do too much. Our young men all want to be specialists in enormous questions of
general interest - currency problems, gold standard, etc., on which they can write letters
to the Times and debate over the misstep; meanwhile the smaller questions go uninvestigated.
The same thing is true of political science. I notice it^in our own college, the econo-
mists always trying, as it were, to swim the Atlantic.' Urn***/7

| "The ablest person whom I have been able to find is Professor Edward Mead Earle

of Barnard College, who has not only demonstrated great ability in the historical field
but who has written a really notable book on the Bagdad Railway, in which he deals with
the political and economic aspects of that enterprise. Professor Earle is now recovering
from an attack of tuberculosis. I shall make no recommendation to the Board regarding
him at this time, but I am hoping that Dr. Sabin will see him and his physicians during
the coming summer and be able to report whether or not he has completely recovered his
health. Even if this is the case, it would be discreet, in the interest of the Institute,
to give him an appointment for only one or two years. I may call attention to the fact
that some of the most eminent persons at the RockefelHer Institute have a similar history.
Dr. Sabin, who is a distinguished authority in this field, can advise us as to how we can
proceed without danger of incurring any liability on this score. In my correspondence
with Professor Earle andpthers I have been more and more convinced of the soundness of the
advicd which I received Trom Mr. Stewart, namely, to discover someone of great ability in
the field of history who would switch to the economic field, which he would enter with the
proper background and perspective and with an absolutely unbiased mind.

"I may say further that I have been asking myself, 'What next?' The School of
Mathematics and Mathematical Physics represents an incursion into the field of science.
The School of Economics and Politics represents an incursion into the field of the social
sciences. That leaves the third great unoccupied territory of infinite cultural Junportance,
namely, the humanities, in which I should include art, archaeology, and music. I am in-
clined to think that, whenever the means are forthcoming, 1 should like, before I lay down
my directorship, to start with a nucleus in that field."

Vol. I, No. 19, Minutes, pp 5-6.
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POUM)ERS Corporation

GIFTS Finance

MAASS, H. H. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Minutes of members misquotes a letter of founders on
61 million "an unrestricted" gift as read by Maass.

It. Bamberger said f or two purposes:

(1) a site

(2) as stated by Maass — for economics and politics.
(Hardly likely that Maass would have misread it — Flexner & minutes).

D, L. Bamberger (Original of letter) & Minutes of Corporation
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GENERAL Gifts and Endowments

Minutes, p. 3: (Excerpt from Chairman's report):

"In conclusion, I have the greatest pleasure in announcing the receipt of an
unrestricted anonymous gift of $1,000,000. From the letter of the anonymous donor I
quote as follows:

"'This gift is made in order that the Director may feel free to proceed with the
organization of the School of Economics and Politics. While the same freedom will of
course be left to the members of the School of Economics and Politics as has been left
to the members of the School of Mathematics, I desire to put on record my hope that the
activities of the School of Economics and Politics may contribute not only to a knowledge
of these subjects but ultimately to the cause of social justice which we have deeply at
heart. '

gift."

i

"By unanimous consejt the Members expressed their grateful appreciation of this

NT < U, 5

Vol. I, No 18
i. kv U
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TRUSTEES Corporation

Oswald Teblsn elected, member of Corporation and Trustee for 5 ys&rs* Miss S-abin and
Dr. Aydelotte re-elected for 5 years*

Vol. 1, Ho. 18, P. 1 Minutes of meeting of Members of Corporation •» k/23/3k
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GENERAL Corporation

By-laws amended to provide for another Vice President (¥ica Chalmaa included) and
a. fourth standing committee (on Buildings and Grounds).

?ol« 1, No. 18, P. 3 Minutes of the Meeting of the Members of the Corporation - h/23/3k
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BUDGET Finance

"The budget for the year 193U-1935 was approved as follows:

Budget of Estimated Expenses
for the Year ending June 30, 1935

Administration $33,350
Salaries
Director $20,000
Assistant Secretary 5,000
Stenographer 2,000 $27,000

Custodian charges 2,750
Investment advisory service 3,600

School of Mathematics 121,800
Salaries
Professors (Alexander,
Einstein, Velhlen,
von Neumann, Weyl) 65,000

Visiting Professor
(Dirac) 10,000

Associate U,000
Four Assistants 7,500
Stenographer 2,100— 88,600

Grants-in-aid
Mathematics 20,000
Mathematical physics 10,000
Occasional lectures 1,000 31,000

Publication of Annals of Mathematics 2,000
Subscription to American Mathematical
Society 200

School of Economics and Politics 6,000
Salary of Professor 6,000

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America 3,550

Rent 7,260
20 Nassau Street 1,260
Use of part of Fine Hall 6,000

Equipment, supplies, books, etc 500

Travel, communication, printing, entertainment, etc. 5rCOO

Vol. I, No. 19, Minutes, p 8.
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GEMIRAL Academic Procedures

Minutes, p 9'

"The Director reported that Moscow University had cabled requesting the Institute
to send a delegate to a conference regarding mathematical problems to be held in Moscow
in May, all expenses on Soviet territory to be paid by the Soviet Goernment. He stated
that, subject to the approval of the Princeton University authorities, he would delegate
Professor S. Lefschetz of Princeton University, as he speaks the Russian language and is in
close touch with the School of Mathematics of the Institute. The suggestion was approved. "

Vol. I, No. 19,
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- 193U

LECTURES .Academic Procedures

P1IHCETON IMIVESSITI Relations WQAI

WEIL, Biographies!

Dr. KLexner reported in part?

"..,. The two additional persons who ha-r© cow within the sphere of the Institute's
activities since that tiiw have unconsciously and immediately fallen in with the happiness
and attitude previously characteristic of the group* These are Professor Weyl, who had
joined the staff of the Institute Itself shortly before our last meeting,, and" Professor
Schro£§toger, who oame from Oxford to spend four or fire weeks on the invitation of
Princeton University* Professor Weyl arffloiroeed a course of lectures on an advanced topic,
which had. hitherto not been presented in Princeton, Hie lectures began at Qs3C Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday of each week* fee has told me with great surprise that his auditors
include all the professors and associate professors of both the Institute and the ilniirersi-

I ty groups, thus Indicating an attitude towards learning on the part of thebrofessora which
'* is far from usual* In addition, he has had in his audience all the workers of the institute

group and many advanced students from Princeton Universitj, making a total of soiae fifty
or sixty h©arera« I asked him how many hearers he had had in the hey-day of his activities

at G&ttingeiu H«- replied, 'Mever »re than thirty or thirty-f iv©»» Hie number and the
ability of the students of mathematics and the attitude of the f acultieslof the two insti-
tutions may b@ gathered from this one incident.

"Professor Pohroediager, &, $obel Prize winner in 1933* was Professor of theoretical
Physics in the Univ@ra.ity of Berlin when Hitler came into power* though both a© and his
wife are of Christian or of so-called 'Aryan1 lineage, h© gave «p his professorship at
once as A protect against Hitler's anti-Semitic and anti-liberal activities* Thereupon he
was promptly offered a professorship at the University of Cscford, wfeieb he accepted. Be
had, however, prxv±(nw*Ly- ftgrssd to come to Princeton yrd¥«rsity for a visit thi« year*
Els opisti<?n. of -ttie ait'uatlon ia Priiicetcn on matheraaiieau physics, «u> sstprsssed to i&s la
pri-rats eoirrersstion rettoatlj", coiucicaa isitli iiust vsiiich I have racslved i'rca O'tfeer &cm>cea«
",-u.Uo he is tec^i>iyally e inoKiber cf th« Pria«etaa ti-unreralty i'ac'ult^-, he ims h&d quite as
m?cfe ccritact iritl-; cv.r o%?a faculty a»<4 workers as -with the i-rincetcn farol% and adv&jieed
students* i?x'Gfessor Bi>;stei» aaci all the other lassabers oi' our staff attended bis regular
ssiaiaars. Cbe worBiiiy I Imd tc see rrofesscr i,Iii£,tcin cu ai* urgeat ^..atteTd it ws«j oue
©f the few bright, wira ret-rxiiaigs idiicli we han htd i^j to tiiat tias» - k^cekwc «t 1'rofessor
Iia*t«im*a dc«>r arid, heau-d his genial., ''Bejrgia -* come ii-j.' i&ac, 1 aaatered, 1 ituau Pre«
fetisor Einstein and Professor SchroedingelTlS' tbeir shirt--sle®r«s at the felsck«&©ardt

engaged i» ari saiiaattd discussion, which, of comrse, I was tot&lly uimisle to cou|>.reii«iad»
This is a general illustration of the kind of eo-opemtloa which is taking place in i'ine
Eall. Though the tiroe during which we have be«a in. operation is bri«f', th©ra has not been
a rip-;le to disturb the smccth surface of intellectual and .spiritual co-operation and
activity? **

Vol. 1, So, \9) Miiiutes k/2'J/Jb, PP 2-3
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EARLE, EDWARD MEAD

OFFICERS

COMMITTEES

Biographical

The Corporation

Minutes, p. 7:

"After discussion, on motion, it was

"RESOLVED, That Dr. Sabin be and hereby is authorized while in Colorado Springs
in the summer of 193U to see Professor Edward Mead Earle and his physicians and to report
the results of her conference and observations to the Director. It is authorized in the
event that the results are favorable to offer Professor Earle a position on half pay with
leave of absence for a period not to exceed two years at a salary of Five thousand Dollars

>,OCO.OO) a year during his leave, beginning September 1, 193lu"

Vol. I, No. 19
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REPORT Finance

Minutes, p. 1:

"The Treasurer reported that the endowment funds of the Institute at market value,
including the new gift, amounted to approximately $6,000,000 and that the expenditures
had approximated the budget, adopted for 1933-193U* He stated that for the year ending
June 30, 1935, expenses were estimated as totalling $177, U60, the details of which would
appear in the budget.

"On motion, the report of the Treasurer was accepted."

Vol. I, No. 19
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REPORT Finance

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"During the year past we were of course, in a financial sense, treading upon un-
familiar ground. The total appropriations made by the Board for the year approximate the
budget closely. In only one item have the expenditures exceeded our estimate, namely,
the miscellaneous item entitled, 'Travel, communication, printing, entertainment, etc. '
This is partly due to the unusual expense involved in bringing Professor Einstein and his
wife to this country and partly to the fact that the Institute has been so cordially re-
ceived in Princeton during its first year that a somewhat l̂ arger expenditure in the matter
of entertainment was necessary than is likely to be the case hereafter, but in any event
the amount is small. For next year when all expenses will cover an entire year, including
the salary of a visiting professor and the grants-iri-aid in the field of mathematical
physics, the estimated budget for administration is f33,35>0 and that of the School of
Mathematics $121,800. It may be fairly said that the expense of administration is unduly
high for a single school, but it must be remembered that we can operate a half dozen

' schools with little or no increase of administrative expense, since the Director, the
; Assistant Secretary, a stenographer, and rent̂ would remain practically the same even if
the number of schools increased considerably. "No

Vol. I, No. 19, Minutes, p It
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BUDGET Finance

GRANTS-IN-AID

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

Flexner to Veblen (Fine Hall, Princeton): Excerpt

"I found that the Treasxirer had worked out the budget in accordance with the recom-
mendations which the members of the School of Mathematics submitted to me through Pro-
fessor Einstein and Professor von Neumann, namely, $20,000 for grants-in-aid in mathe-
matics, and $10,000 for grants-in-aid in mathematical physics. 1 thought it would make
a bad impression if at the meeting I explained that the members of the staff had changed
their minds; so in distributing the grants for next year I think it would be wise to make
a distinction between mathematics and mathematical physics in so far as you can. You can
doubtless use some of the $10,000 for persons who go to Einstein or von Neumann. This is
better than to ask the Board to adopt the second thoughts of the staff."

File IV-19
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

WEIL, HERMANN Biographical

Maass to Flexner:

Mr. Maass writes that since the insurance policy upon the life of Mrs. Weyl is
about perfected, a new contract with Professor Weyl should be made. He suggests:

"In the minutes of the Executive Committee of September 6th, 1933* there appears
the basis of Professor Weyl*s employment, which provides for a salary of $15,000 a year,
of which he is to contribute five per cent, to the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associa-
tion of America, the Institute contributing an equal sum monthly; that unless his term of
appointment is prolonged by mutual consent, he retire at slaty-five years of age on the
allowance of $8,000.00 per annum, part of which will be paid by the Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association and the rest to be made up by the Institute; that he be granted an
allowance of $1,500.00 a year to enable him to purchase such insurance aw he may choose.

\l "This wiH now have to be amended to provide Qv̂ at he is to receive his salary of
I $15,000 per year and an allowance of $8,000 on retirement, and an annuity of $5»000 per
I annum to Mrs. Weyl in the event of his death prior to sixty-five; and he is to relieve the

Institute of the obligation to pay $1,500.000 a year towards insurance."
Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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ECONOMICS Academic Activities

MORAWETZ, VICTOR (C ftvwW *>" *^^. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Morawetz (New York): Excerpt

"Now, as you may have noticed in the paper, I am getting ready to make a move in
the field of economics. We have received an anonymous gift of a million dollars, which

\iwill be helpful but is inadequate. I should like very much to talk with you on the sub-
"-ĵ pj-̂ gj-fĝ ^ in it, for in this topsy-turvy world of economic
and political experimentation it seems to me of prime importance that there should be a
group of really able men who can approach economic and political phenomena with fresh
minds, trying to understand them and to enlighten the public."

Flexner to Morawetz (New York): Excerpt i\«4

".... reason I feel so strongly that we have got to begin at the top in order to train
persons who will go into the colleges and secondary schools fully equipped to present one
of the most intricate subjects in the world.

"I can give you an illustration: As you doubtless know, the science of mathematics

has undergone a great revolution in the last ten years. The result is that the teaching
of mathematics in secondary schools is largely antiquated. Now, our problem is to train
men as we are training them here and place them in secondary-school positions where their
.influence will be felt at the crucial period of intellectual development. Last Wednesday
lone of the associate superintendents of education of NewsYork City visited Princeton with
la half dozen of his best associates. They spent a whole day here and their eyes were
* opened to the fact which I have just stated above. The result is going to be that these
mathematicians with modern training will go into key positions in the secondary schools,
and in ten or fifteen years will revolutionize the teaching of high-school mathematics
just as the high-school teaching of science has been revolutionized in the same manner.
We will need ultimately sound text books, but sound text books in the hands of unqualified
teachers will accomplish little."

&
V. MorawStz to A. Flexner (Fenwick Hall, Johns Island, South Carolina),
May 10, 193^}-. Excerpt:

"The proper teaching of elementary economics in the secondary
schools and colleges is urgently needed and to attain this the first
step must be to train competent teachers.

"How to attain this end is the problem0 You cannot produce the
kind of teachers you want by teaching them theoreticale conomics in the
established or conventional manner. Nor can you produce them by research

FiSl'Ocitfif^ifi0 economic problems. My view is that the way to proceed is
to find two or three economists of exceptional ability and independence
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of mind to collaborate in mapping out a way of teaching the subject
realistically.

"The problem is not to discover new economic facts or to develop
new theories based on assumed facts, but the problem is to devise the
most effective way of teaching economic fundamental truths and their
application to the realities of life. I think, therefore, that the
first step should be the preparation of an elementary text book in which
the subject is approached in a realistic manner. Such a text book would
be of great immediate value to teachers and students and, incidentally,
would bring glory to the Institute."

Morawetz to Flexner: Excerpt j?/10

"The proper teaching of elementary economics in the secondary
schools and colleges is urgently needed and to attain this the first
step must be to train competent teachers.

IB-19 -File
5m-
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V30

FOUNDLRS Corporation

TRUSTEES

Mrs. Bailey to John R. Ear din, April 30, 193^4-.

Asks him if he approves the insertion of the
following in the minutes of the meeting held April 23,

"The Chairman reported that the Trustees
personally were having two gold medals made for the
Pounders of the Institute, Mr. Louis Bamberger and
Mrs. Felix Fuld, as a token of their esteema nd
gratitude. Mr. Bamberger and Mrs* Fuld expressed
their deep appreciation of the action which the
Trustees had individually taken."

Mrs. Bailey says Flexner has already written to Paris
asking that the Mint strike the gold medalse

Hard in agrees May 2, 193^» The minute would be of
his toriaal and appropriate importances says Hardin0

gfftfr -€-0^es^;a44iRe^^ 6
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medals
The Trustees paid for these/themselves. Because two

Trustees not present and voting at the meeting of April 23,
1934-j contributed their respective shares, each person
who originally p aid gets a refund of $l5»?2 which he
sends to Hardin. (Maass to Ear din, November (3, 193^)

JRH Correspondence from January, 193^4- to December,
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5/3
5/28

EABLE, il. M. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

4.
Flexner apparently secured Mrs. Ea^le her position at the

Fine School. See letter Earle to '̂lexner, May 3, 193̂ «

Flexner to Earle, May 28, 193̂ .

Flexner apparently sat in on Bea's examination by the
Committee or by Mrs. Forsyth. He characterizes Bea as a triumph,
"restrained, wise, modest, and yet showing a quick comprehension
of the kind of problem she would have to deal with."

D File, Earle, Edward Mo, 1931-35
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

MOKSE, MARSTON Biographical

VEBIEN, OSWALD

Veblen to Morse, Mayp, 193̂ 4-•

Refers to a conversation initiated about a year and a half before.
The conversation was evidently renewed by Morse in a letter from Oxford

1 received by Veblen. He has shown this letter to Plexner, and Plexner
.pleased/suggests that Morse ana Veblen get together in the near future/
I to discuss the mattes. Plexner must have authority from the Executive
I Committee or the Trustees of the Institute, but in addition, "He would
not wish you to break off your Harvard connection abruptly in any way
that might embarrass Harvard's arrangements for next year—a position
which I am sure you would yourself endorse. (My own experience, however,
is that when such a change is in prospect, it is best to make it without
delay.)"

Plexner wants to talk it out in personal conference. Also he would
"not like to have you go through a period of pulling and hauling."

Morse to Gpaustein, October 19, 193i}-»

As the GMef of the Division of Mathematics at Harvard, saying
that he has received an offer from the Institute and wishes to take it.

Morse to ILsxner, October 2l\.f 193lu

Harvard has responded with an offer of a generous increase in
salary ana a aecrease in teaching hours, and Birkhoff has also asked
Morse if he wants anything else, and has promised to go to President Conant
and try to obtain any additional commitments that Morse might desire,,

i Morse has replied that, "if my choice should ultimately be Harvard, I would
\not wish any more concessions, that I would not regard it as fair to
\the remainingmembers of the Division, and that in any case I would not
Jbe content unless I remained a homogeneous part of the group of men with
Whom I was associated. It was my task, then, to deciae between the
working conditions in the two institutions as they would exist for me.

"Before I make the final decision I would appreciate a written
statement.from you confirming our conversation as to salary, the provision
for a retiring allowance, an5 the retiring age. With such a letter at
my disposal I can come to a speedy and, I hope, proper conclusion.,
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Flexner to Morse, October 30, 193̂ -.

He confirms the appointment; has told the School of Mathematics
Faculty members confidentially that Morse is coming, and has promised to
make no announcement at the Institute until authorized by Morse to do so.

D File, Morse, Marston, 1933-19̂ 5
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Academic Organization

Biographical

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

WOODWARD, E. L.

MARSCHAK

FRANKFURTER

FLEXNEffi

Woodward to Plexner who has asked about statistical
approach to economics. Will talk it over with Frankfurter,
Woodward discounted quantitative approach but thought Marschak good,

D, Woodward, E. Le
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193U

LEFSCHETZ, SOLOMON

F̂ 8Hn«r to Bullitt (Aoier.'.Ambassador to HOSGOW)

"Bear Ambassador Ballittt

"The Soviet Government has called a mathematical congress in Moscow and
been kind enough to ask the Institute for Advanced Study to send a delegate thereto,
We are sending the bearor of this note, Professor Solomon Lefsehets, who ;holds the
professorship of mathematics at Princeton University. I shall be grateful to you and
your associates for any courtesy and aid that ,yo~u may extend to Pi'0fa«;:?or Lai'scMî  i»
case he should appeal to

File 111*13
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June

EARIE, E. M. Biographical

B. Earle appointed to Miss Pine's School in June, 193ij.«
Before that: graduated from Barnard 1917* Master's at
Columbia University, 1918. Organized and supervised a two-
year academic course Miss Gibb's school in Few York. Taught
economics and history there for five years. Later yi assistant
to Dean Gildersleeve of Barnard 2 years.

Uawspaper clippings from Chronological file, 193^i-> April - Jun«
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6/10

MCRSE, MARSTGN Biographical

HARVARD UNIVERSITY Relations WCAI

Flexner to Veblen (Hancock County, Maine):

Flexner had interview with Morse. He has found work at Harvard complex and longs
for simplicity of IAS group but, inasmuch as Birkhoff will not return to this country
until Autumn, it was agreed it would not be courteous for Morse to make a change during
the coming year. Flexner asked him to make up his mind 'clearly and irrevocably" and

;!promised to recommend his election as full professor if, after talking with Birkhoff and
yConant, Morse decided in affirmative. His present salary is $8,OCO. Flexner stated his
desire to place all professorial salaries at i>l$,000 as soon as financial situation
cleared up.

File IV-1?
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June

ECONOMICS Academic Activities

MARSCHAK Biographical

MITRANY

FRAKKPJRTER

Extract from letter of Dr. Plexner written in Oxford,
June ,

Notes that he met Mitrany and Frankfurter and Lowe.
Pelix had been discussing with Lindsay of Balliol the social
sciences.

I "Marsehak may prove the man. He is most attractive and
plainly able. I have his reprints. He actually worked with
Neumann in Berlin and knows Graham at Princeton, who has

' invited him to lecture there...11

Apparently was written to

D, Economies and Politics (School of)
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NOTES

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

MORSt

F1EXNER

VEBLElv

Academic Organization

Flexner in New York writes to Veblen in Brooklin, Hancock
County, Maine, and says that; he has interviewed Morse who is
very anaious to come to the Institute„ In view of the fact
that Birkhoff is now not in the country, Flexner says that it
would not be fiourteous or fair for Professor Morse to make any
change during the coming year. "I asiced aim to make up his
mind clearly and irrevocably as to what he wished to do, and
promised that I would recommend his election as full professor,
if, after talking with girkhqff......and. Cqnant he decided in the
affirmative. "He has found the work at Harvard extremaly
wearing and complex, and, therefore, longs for the simplicity
which he will find in our group, which fortunately does not
have to concern itself with many of the activities which a
uhiversity cannpt easily avoido »

He says Morse's present salary is SO,000. He told Morse

that as soon as this financial situation is cleared up he
wants to put all professorial salaries at $I3>,000. "That

a ' ' " ' > v - ' • - • . . " • . * , ,« , . -I . . . .... . -,. . . -T - . f~, • r • - '"'WW««»liWWii««miBjeWf*nil™™1™' * 1 t 1in any event, 'HIS salary Would from tlie oufseTTe considerably
higher than he is now getting." Morse made inquiry about
minor positions, but Plexner told him ther7e/wJQ& notfeing-rv^
but personal assistant^ sdfci with which every professor is
provided. We have no intermediate grafies of appointments„

Plexner says Morse also asked him as to whether he
contemplated a differential in the matter of professorial
salaries, "to which I replied that inasmuch as 1, myself, coula

|not possibly know the relative values of different individuals...
|l was disinclined to depart from the simple scneme with which
w,e had begun. 1-r, other words, if aperson is good enough to
join the group ana deal with students of maturity and
achievement, then he is entitled to a fu l l salary whether
some differential inability- or productiveness existed or not0

On the other hand, I said that until ^monetary situation was
perfectly stable 1 wish to play safe. As to the soundness of
jbiiis I am more convinced, since spending two days in Wasnington,

I during which I had several confidential talks with persons
'connected with the Federal Reserve Board. They believe that
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.the danger of inflation has passed. If so, we are all
right in our present basis. 1> not, then, of course, we
will have to readjust.1" He is going to see Morse in the
early atitumn0 He is on his way to Europe now; that is,
Plexnep is« "l hope that nothing will interfere with aading
him to our group without any ill feeling whatsoever on the
part of -the Harvard people—on the contrary, I want their
cooperation and sympathy if I can possibly obtain them,,"
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

STEWART, W. ¥. Biographical

FIEXNER, A.

FLEXNER to the founders, June 19, 1934-, from England,,

He has crossed the ocean with Stewart "andnis
companions." He expresses great confidence in Stewart, and
says that he would be the best possible choice to head the School'
of Economics and do for it what Veblen did ifjfir mathematics.
He possesses a rare combination of learning and expedience.
He is arranging for Flexner to see the leading English
economists. He is enormously interested in what the Institute
is going to do, and may well mark a new era in economic
studies and practice in the United States.

D, Bamberger, Louis, 1930-1936
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

FLEXNER, A0 -

STEWART, ¥. W.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Flexner to Baniberger, June 28,

He has been to Oxford where he found the Institute
better known than it is in America. He had many conferences

i on th© economics question, and politics, and got the
fullest and most candid advice concerning persons. He is
| assembling their various publications, and Mr. Stewart and
1 others will read them for him in order to enable Plexner to
make an intelligant choice.

\ Stewart has also seen some of the leading persons in
London. In this memorandum Flexner mentions no ^. names of
uthose whose works Stewart is readinge

D, Bamberger, Louis, 1930-1936

6/28

ECONOMICS

POIjroERS

STEWART, W. W.

FLEXN3?, A.

Academic Activities

Corporation

Biographical

Plexner in London to Pounders.

Got advice at Oxford on economists. Conferred with
Stewart who will read works of several and give his advice.
Jfanta small nucleus and sure men from England will come over
to work - witlLJblMBfc- Stewart has been most kklpful.

D, L. Bamberger,
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SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

ARCHiiOLOEY Academic Activities

HISTORY OF ART

PRINCETON Relations ¥OAI

MOREY, C. R« Biographical
FLEXNER, A.
SCHLUNK
MEITZMANN
PANOFSKY

Flexner to Morey from London, June 28, 193̂ » commenting on
his inability to do anything -for Schlunk and Weitzmann, but
mentioning an interesting conversation with Panofsky. "it seems
^to me clear that we must be most punctilious in helping him to
\carry out his engagements with New York University both for his
gake and because of ultimate possibilities therein which I can
.explain to you when I see you in the falle"
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7/k

Educational Institutions

Biographical

'(.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

SCHRHEDIM&ER, ERWIN

PLEXNER, A.

Sohroedinger to Plexner notifying him that he has just
written to Eisenhart and Dodds telling them that he could not
accept the professorship offered by the University of Prize eton.
Plexner has expressed interest in his acceptance, but the letter
is not in the file. Schroedinger says that the single
arguments that encouraged him were; first, Plexnerls
concern and kind interest, second that Plexner had said the
Institute would continue to build in gjhe direction of
theoretical physics, and, third, that as long as the offer
from the side of the University was in suspense, Plexner'g
loyalty toward the latter would absolutely prevent him from
hinting at any other possibility; fourth, is that hearing
that Schroedinger had refused princeton, he might easily te©
indu«e#j*o infer that Schroedinger does not like Princeton after
all and wants to put off the idea of going there altogether.,
Schroedinger informs Plexner that he is enchanted at the
beautiful scientific milieu of Pine HaL1. He has no longer

any apprehensions about transplanting from Europe to the U. S
after what his friends Lbdenburg, Einstein, leyl and Veblen
said and write him in veTy" Hnd letters „ IJL£Ji§»-iJ!iei»JMs >
he said, that he carefully reconsidered the financial side,
especially also the conditions of pension, security for his
wife, and so forth, and these he d&cided kept him from
accepting the University professorship.

Plexner to Schroedinger, July i|, 193k • A kind reply
indicating that he has to proceed with great caution because
of the financial c ire urns tances in the country, and the
anxiety of the Trustees that in the short time Plexner has
left he should start other schools either in the Humanities
or economics or both. He has as yet, however, no program to
submit to the Trustees when they meet in October,,

A.

He says he is delighted that Schroedinger likes Princeton
and hopes that under the circumstances he will be inclined
to reopen the Princeton offer with Dean Eisenhart, and informs
him that he need feel under no hesitation in doing so.
"Un/fortunately, I am in no position to advise, since I do not
know the terms upon which either Oxford or the Princeton
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v professorship is held*" He wrote from London to Oxford; that
is, Plexner was in London. See Schroedinger under these dates
for reply in German to translate dated July 9-~nierely an
acknowledgment of the letter*

D, Schroedinger, Erwin
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BMS translation Schroedinger s letter 7/9/3̂ 1-.

When I received your friendly let't^er of 7/k-> I was just going
to an interesting Colloquium andyn equally fine meeting of the Phy-
sics Club at Cambridfesgu Therefore I answer (only) today.

vrv I appreciate yourMTriendly, open clarificationand thank you
co jsider^d^ it. I beg ofe you to be convinced that I/answered the call from

Pctn" for itselfralone and without considerations of p-€3S£toie future
possibilities. Decisive were circumstances which I had discussed
with Dean ^isenhart in the first days after receiving the invitation,
andonly in the meantime had lost^ight of e€Na*id̂ ff«ttifins which at
first appeared to be binding. As 1 just recently indicated, it seem
to be mainly a question of the pension for myself and my wife^ She
would only receive (?) rŵ Bgggjre something like -|800 a year. f
an unfortunate occur&nce should co,»e in the first years, iheoaSrda M b*
be beholden to the authorities of the Iniv. which 1 might assume,
if I didnt doubt their good will. The rule is, according to what
I hear, the general allowance(\ „ The distance between tjiat and the
desirable is too great to oermit an individual pf to hope^would be
bridged. ,

From ray heart I yish^ou a gooc&rest <bn the continent
ra&n ' >"'***A' * ~ *" *

With the frieddlie^st greetings and good wishes' to you and your
family our devoted SchEoadinger.
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PRINCETON

SCHROEDINGER, ERWIN

Relations WOAI

Two letters from SchrSdinger to Plexner filed in
Chronological Pile under 193̂ »

i

; •*..*• • : s ^

' !

' H

D, SchrBedinger
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Erwin bchro'dinger Oxford (England) 24 Borthmoor rd,

Dear Doctor Flexner,
this is to tell you, that I have just written

two letters to Dean Eisenhart and'to President Dodds, telling them,
that I could not accept the professorship offered to me by the •Uni-
versity of Princeton.

The very kind and aimable interest,.which you let me feel
in this affaire, encourage me to some further remarks, but which
are so unusual, that before I venture to do so I must apologise
in detail, telling you the single arguments, that encourage me.

The first as I said was your very kind interest and con-
cern in the question.

The second, that you told me, you very probably would
continue the building up of your Institute in the direction of
theoretical physica,

The third is that as long as the oifer from the side of
the University was in suspense, your loyalty towards the latter
would absolutely prevent you from hinting at any other possibility.

The fourth is, that,hearing I had refused, you might easi-
ly be induced to infer, that I do not like Princeton after all and
that I have put off the idea of going there alltogether.

Now I should like to be allowed to tell you, that this
is not so. My enchantement at the beautiful jd£X/̂ 4 scientific milieu
of finehall is genuine and undiminished. Moreover my initial appre-
hensions with respect to a transplantation from Europe to the TJ.s.A.
have been overcome to a considerable extent by all what my friends '
Ladenburg,- iiinstein, Weyl, Veblen spoke to me and wrote me in very
kind letters. It was after this, that I carefully reconsidered the
the financial side, especially also the conditions ol pension,
security for my wife etc. And these considerations formed one of
the most important points, why I finally could not make up my mind
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to accept the University-professorship. by
I hope you are enjoying holydays at some nice place M this

time. Please remember me kindly to Mrs Plexner and to•your daughter.
I'was very sorry indeed, that the mournful event in. your .family
prevented my seeing them again and duly taking my leave from them.

Believe me, dear Br. Flexner, yours very .sincerely

(J3. Schrodinger}
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Professor Dr. Hirvin Schro'dinp-er 24 Morthmoor Road
OxfoH, 9. Juli 1934.

Fi/M

Sehr Terehrter Kerr Do'ctor i'lexneri

Als Ich Ihrnn freundliche-n Brief vom 4. Juli erhielt, war ich >-->ben
in Abreise begriffen ?u einem interessanten Colloquium von Blackett und einer ebenso
;ch6neii Tagung des Physics ~'ub in Cambridge. Darum ant1 orte ich erst heute.

Ich sohfitze Ihre freundliche, offene Erkla'rung sehr hoch und danke
Ihnen sehr dafu"r. Ice bi'. i Si», vollkommen flberzeugt zu s-in, dass ioh den Ruf
an -He Princetoner Universitfit durchaus fur sich allcinund ohne alle Bezugnahme

,, auf kflnftige Mflglichkeiten erwogen und beantwortet habe» Ausschlagpehsnd %«/aren
lUmstfinde, die ioh schon in den ersten Tagen nach Erhalt des Briefes mit Dean Eisen-
hart besprochen und nur in der Zwischenjieit aus dem Augo verier en hatte, Treil
vorerst noch ernstere Eindernisse zu bostshon schienen. V-:ie ich schon neulich
andeutete, handslto es sich hauptsfichlich van die Frage der Pension fflr mich und

j meine Fran. Sie v.-tirda nur aus dem bos'bohon, \vas aas jfihrlich einbezahl ten
800-;,; i-r! Laufe der Zeit ivird. Worm in den ersten Jahren ein UngMck passierte,
wtirde ich bezw. die Frau ganz auf don gutsn '/Villen der university - authorities
angeiriesen sein, i-ras ich do oh verjac-iden inochte, wenn ich an ihm auch nicht ztreifle.
Die genannte Regelung iut, i*fiQ van :air sa.ft, die "-.llgeraein tfbliehe. Die Spanne
zwischen ihr und dem 'Mnschbaren ist zu gross, als dass sie etvm ausnahmsweise
zu Guns ten sines eins, ]n;;n Prof-;ss6rs ^berbriSclcb we r den kdnnte.

rzon wdnsohe ich I 1... - ., ine confine Er ho lungs zoit an eineiu
angenehmen Flatz des ^ontinenbs, d«r davon so viele hat. Wenn bloss die

; Henschen auf ihm etwas friedliohor wSrenl

I/lit den aufrichtigston Grfssen und 'Vilnschen an Sie und Ihre "7s
Famil ie

Ihr Ihnen sohr ergebener

(signei) E. SCERSDMGER

Dr. Abraham Flexner
The May Fair Hotel
Berkeley Square
London, '$. 1
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.Professor Dr. Err.dn Schrddimrer 24 Northmoor Road
Oxford, 9. Juli 1934,

E/M

Sehr Terehrter Herr Doktor Plexnert

Als ich Ihren freundlichen Brief vom 4. Jali erhielt, war ich eben
in Abreise begriffen zu elnem interessanten Colloquium von Blackett und einer ebenso
schdnen Tagung des Physics - C^ub in Cambridge. Darum antrorte ich erst heute.

Ich schfitze Ihre freundliche, offene Erklfirung sehr hoch und danke
Ihnen sehr daMr. Ice bitte Sie, vollkommen u*berzeugt zu sain, dass ich den Ruf
an die Princetoner Universit&t durchaus Mr sich allein und ohne alle Bezugnahrae
auf kiinftige MSglichkeiten erwogen und beantwortet habe. Ausschlaggehend imren
Umsta'nde, die ich schon in den ersten Tagen nach Erhalt des Brief es mit Dean Eisen-
hart besprochen und nur in der Zwischenpeit aus dem Auge verloren hatte, well
vorerst noch ernstere Hindernisse zu bestehen schienen. V:ie ich schon neulich
andeutete, handelte es sich hauptsSchlich urn die Frage der Pension fu*r mich und
meine Frau. Sie xfflrde nur aus dem bestehen, was aus jfihrlich einbezahlten
800̂  ira Laufe der Zeit wird. Wenn in den ersten Jahren ein Unglu"ck passierte,
wflrde ich bezw. die Frau ganz auf den gut en Willen der university - authorities
angeiviesen sein, VTB.S ich doch verneiden mochte, wenn ich an ihm auch nicht zv/eifle.
Die genannte Regelung ist, wie man mir sagt, die allgemein tlbliche. Die Spanne
zwischen ihr und dem Wflnsclibaren ist zu gross, als dass sie etwa ausnahasTfeise
zu Gunsten eines einzelnen Professdrs i3berbri3cJct werden kSnnte.

Msrzen TirtJus h Ilinan oine soliflne Erlioluiigazyit an eiixeia
angenehmen Platz des Kontinents, der davon so viele hat
Menschen auf ihm etniras friedlicher

Familie

Wenn bloss die

Kit den aufrichtigsten Grfssen und Wi3nschen an Sie und Ihre werte

Ihr Ihnen sehr ergebener

(signed) E. SC13RODINGER

Dr. Abrahara Flexner
The May Fair Eotel
Berkeley Stjuare
London, W. 1
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PHYSICS Academic Activities

SCHROEDINGER, ERWIN (188?) Biographical

EISENHART

PIEXNER, A.

Schroedinger left University of Berlin when Hitler
came to power. Was fellow at Oxford, 1933* but came to
lecture in physics at Princeton for several weeks, spring
semester, 193^4-» Refused an offer from Princeton, evidently
thinking he was going to get an offer from I. A» S. (why? f-L-j
Einstein or Veblen?). Worked with Einstein while here.
Minutes (i|/23/3l|.). Plexner had to placate Eisenhart,
Shroedinger did not come to Princeton. International Who's
Who lists no connection 1933-6; 1936-38. University of Graz,
1930—Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies« I *f «• ^-

i

11-17 '
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Foundations

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

H (U
The «$tâ r""B<«— S • awarded fellowships in mathematics to

Barber, Cameron, Hull, Lewis, Martin, Montgomelpy (Deane),
Murray, Myers, Nathan, all of whom wish to work a t •fehs- ......

! 'y"W.

D, National Research Council
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

EARLE, EDWARD M. Biographical

Earle to Flexner, July 10, 193ij.0

After Dr. Sabin's visit: she brought me"the good news that you
are ao^jlna positionjto-offer definitely an appointment with the
Institute. Expresses joy and gratitude for Flexner»s "continued loyalty
and confidence; they have meant more to me, I think, than almost any
other single friendship in the last eight years." He has not resigned
from Barnard and Columbia which he will do as soon as his understand is
firm with Flexner.

He suggests that the public announcement of his appointment by
the Institute might be made on Plexner!s return from his vacation, "Thus
letting my friends know that I am still alive and not yet on the shelf.
I know, however, your desire to ward off publicity, and I am willing to
leave this entirely in your hands." He thanks Plexner for the Board's
offer transmitted by Dr. Sabin to purchase books which he needs for his
study which will then become a part of the Institute library.

"As for ray work, 1 understand that eventually you will wish me to
I be active in the" field of economics. MoiM you mind, however, X for the
f present IT- j went at the matter from am historical point of view—that is,

toetudy economic history in the history of economics. I feel something
like a man who is at the mouth of Chesapeake Bay in a rowboat with
instructions to explore all the headwaters."

He goes on to s ay that he has had rich and varied training in the
field of KSXElHSDCESxacfoibsHS. American-foreign relations, and that he
thinks it might be valuable for him to direct some of his work along the
line of study in American-international policy,, He aska whether Htexner
agrees. "All of the above sounds very long-winaed, but it really carries
beneath the surface a very profound appreciation of the opportunity which
lies before me, and also a very deep affection for you."

A Pile, Earle, Edward Meade
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FULD,MRSo FELIX Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Mrs. Paid, Muly llj., 193$, (Prom Europe).

Has hadthree very profitable weeks from the standpoint of
the Institute, "and I can now see quite clearly in what direction
to move and with whom to move, though I shall keep my mind
open and not come to a decision until after I have reached
home...the voyage has been of priceless value to me. The
persons whom I have consulted,have given me of their very best
and very freely.

D, Puld, Mrs. Felix
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

EARLE, E. Mi

Academic Organization

Biographical

tv\

Flexner to Sarle. Supplementing note giving terms of
appointment. Outlining the School of Economics . Need a fresh
approach. Young men. "By wegr of self protection we shall
have to get a man of first-rate intellectual ability tho
knows economics as one member of the group, and I have two
or three such persons in mind from whom I hope we can make
a choice this autumn. I hope that you can develop the
historicX side and perhaps ultimately with particular
reference to certain problems that are characteristically
American, as for example, the xot disposition of our public
lands and so forth.11 Also anxious that the group should
contain one or two foreigners, because economics unlike
mathematics is not the same for all countries. Political
theory in European countries--he has in mind David Mitrany,
In Shotwell's opinion and others the best equipped person
obtainable. Well trained in Berlin and London, speaking
fluently all modern languages of any importance &nd a real
cosmopolitaSic

Hopes to find the economist in the fall. Is sure
Earle will appreciate switch from teaching to research,,
Suggests study of economic theory and history to Earle but
wants him to realize there is no such thing as haste in
vocabulary of Institute. Especially for a coup lib of years
Earle should put no pressure on himself intellectually
because of his health.

D, Enrle
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APPOINTMENTS Academic Personnel

BENEFITS

EARLE, E. M. Biographical

Flexner to Earle, appointment letter, July 22, 1934*

MAs I recall it, the resolution atxaxxsc read/that you
were appointed to a full professorship at a salary of 010,000
a year, provided Miss Sabin made a favorable report which she
has done, that you have leave of abaence on half salary,
beginning September 1, 193̂ » and that this leave can be renewed,
if necessary, for a second year."

Retiring age to be 65 which can be extended by mutual consent
of the professors and the trustees. Institute and professors
each pay 5 per cent monthly of the salary into TIAA.

D, EarJ]0, E. M.
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

HORSE, MARSTCN Biographical

VEBLEM, 0.

FLEXNER, A.

Veblen (Hancock County, Maine) to Flexner: W4-vl-W

Morse visited Veblen and they talked on IAS affairs at great length. Morse very
much disposed to come to IAS and is planning to talk with Birkhoff, Gra&jstein (Chairman,
Dept. Math.) and Conant shortly. "He will dwell, he says, rather on the advantages of
the institute than on the drawbacks of Harvard, but when they ask him what he has been
definitely offered he will iax only be able to say that it is a professorship at a salary
not yet specified and that he will be entitled to an assistant." Veblen feels that
present salary inequalities will provide arguments andpersuasions which Birkhoff and others
will bring to bear on him, and suggests letting Morse Know exactly what offer will be.
.His present salary at Harvard is $8,000—other emoluments bring it to $10,000. Yeblen is
sure Harvard will go to at least $10,000 in basic salary. He hopes all professors in
School of Math, will have same basic salary soon.

File IV-19
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LEFSCHETZ, B. S. Biographical

POM1RJAOIS, L. S»

Lefsohetz to Flexner

of the trio wa«? a pretty coiftplste atMsssas* It wa,s anything bmt
harmful to raies the tensor part, and I wag received 4 bras oiw©rts by the topoioglats.
fhey extraoted three speeches out of me, one delivered at tl'-e all-Soviet Con^re^s of
Mathematicians in L«ningr«d and whieto I aw new writing up for ttw Proosadin.ta of
Congress. This Congress which lasted 6 days and gathered almost 600 aiatJi^^atial
all parts of the Soviet Union, was an annoying performance by tile scientific vitality
displayed. Besides being' honored with on® of the ;uain addrestas I was asked to preside ai
one of the two meetings of the topologies! section. Incxd@nta.lly 1 Mas the only mm-
Soviet mathematician present. The many new contacts -which 1 autaa. mads, and inoid@nta.lly
the goodly nwiber of excellent papers which I captured for the Annals make i»e fe«l good
about the Soviet part of the journey, I fotmd. in partiQiiLar that tiie life oi' seieati^ts
had greatly imorov©d o-rsr three years ago. Thtw Portrjagin's situation was Quite p>od
and he has been rauch helped by all the tokens of appreciation which na r®sei"«d fro» the
direction of Princeton. Regarding hie coming this fall I saw Bullitt and a n«ab«r of

Soviet brass hats, but the chief difficulty is that, in the present Juncture, the Soviet
government feels that it needs every individual in the land. I think howrar that there
is a good chano© that we may see p. in the fall.

Pile
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

TRUSTEES The Corporation

MCRSE, MARSTON Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

VEBIEN, 0.

Flexner (Paris) to Vetlen (Hancock County, Maine): Excerpt

"I arrived in Paris from Aix-les-Bains this morning, having taken the so-called
"After-Cure" of ten days there after leaving Gastein. Mrs. Bailey meanwhile had come
up from the Pyrenees, and I have rapidly run through the letters which have been accumu-
lating here. After reading your letter I sent you the following cablegram:

•Letter just received Please ask Morse to take no steps till my
return middle September Writing Warmest Greetings'

,! "This does not in the least mean that I am any less anxious to add Morse to the
1 group, as you and your associates desire, than I was when I went away, but I think it
\best that he should not speak with Birkhoff, Graustein, and Conant until (1) I have been
officially authorized to make him a definite offer and (2) I can make sure than an invi-
tation to come to us will not cripple Conant at the very outset of his career. This
latter point I explained to him, and, if $y memory serves me, I have also explained to
you. Though I am quite willing to be persuaded that I am mistaken, I can not but feel

I /̂ that in building up the Institute we should pay due regard to American higher education
J | as a whole. You will recall that, though, .1 wa.s actually,,autorized. tQjnake an_ off er.jiO

5~you when we were in Gc'ttingen, I did no more than ascertain your willingness to come and
j said that the matter would "Save to rest there until I had had a chance to talk to Eisen-
J?hart. Eisenhart, whom 1 saw immediately on returning to America, generously encouraged

A me to proceed. Inasmuch as we are offering somewhat better conditions than are at the
\ moment obtainable elsewhere, I think it behooves us to pay all possible consideration to

others. I do not feel that Conant will act selfishly in respect to any person whom we
"̂  may approach, and yet it may prove that he would find it embarrassing if sudden changes yf
_f were thrust upon him.

"I wrote a letter to Horse, as you will remember, but I do not recall its exact
contents. Of course, I shall live up to everything which I said therein, but I should
like to refresh my memory by rereading the letter on returning to America before pro-
ceeding further with Morse.

I
"I agree with you entirely that, when .and. jf he is invited to join the mathematical

group, a definite offer should be made to him, and of course it should be financially as
-2 I well as otherwise more advantageous than his present situation. On the other hand, I am
.1 not persuaded that every person who is called professor must necessarily receive the
\e remuneration. There are certain distinctions in age, experience, eminence, and
•fanrktevK future promise which may fairly be taken into account. Universities, as a rule,
take these factors into account by giving new appointees inferior badges - calling them
associate professors, etc. I should prefer, I think - certainly for an experimental
period - the simpler organization which we now have. It might prove to be advisable to
change the title of professor to that of 'member of the Institute1, as is done in various
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institutions more or less resembling our own. My general feeling remains what it was,
though of course I am prepared to carry out the instructions of the Board until ordered
by the Board to do other«idse, namely, that our salary scale should be distinctly higher
than that which prevails elsewhere, that there should be no 'pulling and hauling', that
the short year and the elimination of examinations and other routine and the rigid ad-
herence to high standards of admission with such informal contact between workers and
staff as existed last year should continue until it is obvious, first, to the staff and,
next, to the Board that some change should be made. But I suspect that the Board will
wish to continue its present policy of watchful waiting for a while longer in order to see
wh ether our extraordinarily happy experience last year really lay in the nature of the
organization of the Institute or was a mere accident. I think the former.

"As to financial involvements, there are one or two slight matters that I shall have
, to lay before the Board in the autumn, but I am even more skeptical and cautious about

the immediate financial future of the world than I was when I left America in the early
summer tr.

File
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

PSIMCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

MORSE, MARSTON Biographical

ALEXANDER

VEBLEN, 0.

Veblen (Hancock County, Maine) to Flexner:

Veblen's view regarding Morse is that "we need another professor ofjDurely_American
origin in our gjroup (both for internal and external effect), that Morse is by far the"
most available man, and that Korse belongs in the same category with the rest of the group
as far as scientific worth is concerned". Veblen thinks Morse will come if offer made to
him is sufficiently good—not that he is disposed to bargain, but because nature of offer
would seem to him to characterize spirit in which new enterprise is being conducted. For
same reason Veblen thinks it important to make offer definite and bring matter to con-
clusion as soon as possible. Veblen restates fc_s thought, that all salaries in a given
group should be the same. When Birkhoff visited him recently, Veblen spoke of his mis-
givings because nearly all NRG Fellows are coming to Princeton. Birkhoff !s reply was that

it is in the nature of the^ case—it is the place to which Harvard will have to send its
Ph.D's.V Morse understands that Alexander's salary is lower than regular scale because of

[ his desire not to be different from Lefschetz and thus &ffect their personal relations.
! But Princeton U. has gift of $500,000 for purpose of raising salaries of k chairs, and if
Lefschetz should know ̂f it, the fact would have powerful effect on any feeling he might

f entertain.

U>-VK/ . UvMjL *U W

File IV-19
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SALARIES Aeademic Personnel

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WQAI

MORSE, MARSTON Biographical

VEBLEN, 0. /*
-1

V

FLEXNER, A. "~ " V
cVx f̂  ŷ 'C /v̂ , ̂

Flexner to Veblen (Hancock County, Maine): Excerpts
A

".... I cannot say, though, that it follows that every person in a professorial group
should be on the same salary basis at the start. Age, experience, eminence and fertility
are all factors that ought to be taken into consideration, and no one ought to be given
a maximum salary to make it impossible for a man to receive a call from another institu-
tion unless we have absolutely decided that we want him for good and all. This distinc-
tion is by no means original with rae. I imagine it exists in Princeton, and I know that
it exists in other places. On the other hand, when we do invite a man it ought to be,
first, on̂ he formal recommendation of the group, .and,,, second, after the matter has been
laid before the Board, the authority and interest of which I greatly desire to strengthen.
At the moment, therefore, my hands are tied, since though you and Alexander have talked
to me about Morse no one else has, and the matter has' ribt~~even been mentioned to the Board.
I do not possess the authority 'to bring the matter to a conclusion as soon as possible1.

I find faculties somewhat inconsistent in matters of this sort. In one moment they re-
sent the unilateral action of the President, and at another they want him to cut off and
ignore the constituted authorities. I do not want myself to do either.

"There are certain other considerations which I simply cannoti,wite you about. 1
am not even sure that I can talk to you about them, though I have no desire, as I think
u well know, to keep matters from youj but our position is such that we have got to be

extremely t/actful, and I am most anxious to cement the Princeton combination. This does
not mean that we have to adhere to the Princeton scale, but it may mean that we will have
to proceed with caution. I have in mind a particular incident which during the summer
gave me a distinct shock. "

"Now, take another dip in the sea and let's leave the point until I have had a
chance to talk with Morse and perhaps get Simon's judgment on the situation, for you must
bear in mind that this is an entirely new job of mine, that I cannot hope to hold it for
many years, and that I am awfully anxious - even at the expense of somewhat slower
progress - to make no blunder that may embarrass my successor. I ought to add that I am
terribly anxious, as soon as financial conditions warrant, to make a start in the way of
a nucleus in one or two other fields, because I have the feeling that that is the kind of
thing which 1 am equipped to do - much better perhaps than anything else connected with
the conduct of an institution in America.

"It seems a little funny that you should be in a hurry, while I, nearing the end of
| my tether, should be the cautioxis one; but I do not believe that in the long run we will
\e if we use a method of procedure that is in the highest degree dignified and con-
' siderate, while at the same time holding ourselves to our ideals."
File 17-19
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Acauemic Organization

Academic personnel

Biographical

3*4-

SCEOOL OF MATHEMATICS

SALARIES

MORSE

PLHDfflB

VEBLEN

r h> V
Flexner has just ^returned from Europe, and has found a

letter from Veblen predicting an elpTaTTy happy next year0

He comments on the letter which raises several points which
he will not discuss now, but two he will, which concern iks
jLKu&xsJLEniai two different problems, one general, and the other
particularo One is the salary problem. He outlines his
thinking as this. He says he is committed hand and foot to
the principle that academic salaries should be increased; they
s'hould be high and dignified for professorso He has been
calling for this for the past 25 years, and only now has he
got an opportunity to put ill into effect. "I cannot say^
though that every p erson in xkg^prof essorial group shall be

on the same salary basis at the starto Ape, experience,
eminence and fertility are all factors that°ought to be taken
into consideration, and -•BO._jQjae_^ought to be given a

jVj • maximum salary to make it impossible for a man to receive
^ a call from .another ..ins.titutien cmie;s's we have absolutely

decided that we want him for good and for all. "T'Eflr
distinctlorf'Ts' 'by no means origxhar™wi¥Ff"meo^ I""imagine it
exists in Princeton, and I know that it exists in other

.places. On 'the other hand, when we do invite a man, it
I ought to be, first, on the formal recommendation to the^roup,
'and, second, after the matter has been laid before the Board,

• 1 ffl16- authority and interest p_f which 3C greatly desire to
.strengthen. (italics mine) At the moment, therefoFe~my
hands are tied, since though_y_ou__and .Alexander have talked
to me about Morse, no one else ~h^s7~an"d^^lie~matter has not
•even iaeen mentio'ned to the Board. I do not possess the
authority 'to bringt he matter to a conclusion as soon as

; possible,, ' I find Faculty somewhat inconsistent in matters
\ this sorto In one moment they resent the unilateral
faction of the President, and in another, they want him to
lout/ of|-and ignore the KixaiK constituted authorlties0 I do
'not want myself to do either,,"
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He goes on to say that other considerations he feels
that he may not even have the power to talk to Veblen SU&KK
about, much less write,, "I have no desire, as I think you
well know, to keep matters from you, but our position SEES
is such that we have to be extremely tactful, and I am most
anxious to cement the Princeton combination. _This does not

mean that we EsgkkxiLsx have to adhere to the Princeton
scale, but it may mean thai: we/have to proceed with caution
I have in mind a particular incident, which, during the
summer, gave me a distinct shock,,"

He continues saying that he wants the Institute to be
an example and a stimulus to higher education, and the two
things that are of most importance in achieving it are:
(1) salary, (2) working conditions and freedom,. But we
have been running only one year, and Rome was not built in a
day. Perhaps I am unduly cautious, "but certainly in the
present state of the world's finances, a little extra
caution is better than a little extra haste.

"I am gratified/wna& you report to me about Birkhoff,
especially as his visit to you, and the promised visits of his

son, show that relations between the two groups are kindly
: and cordial,"

He continues saying that he will want to talk to Morse,
and, perhaps, get Simon's judgment on the situation. "For
'you must bear in mina that this is an entirely new job of
Imine, but I cannot hope to hold it for many years, and that I
jam awfully anxious, even at the expense of somewhat alower
(progress, to make no blunder that may embarrass my successor,,
I ought to aad that I am $ terribly anxious as soon as
financial conditions warrant, to make a start in the way of
a nucleus in one or two other fields, because I have the
feeling that that is the kind of thing which 1 am equipped to
do — much better, pehhaps, than anything else connected with
the conduct of an institution in

!'l-f-( seems a little funny that you should be In a hurry,
/while. I, nearing the end of my tether, should be the
/cautious one; but I do not believe that in the long run
''we will lo$se If we use a method of procedure that is in
the highest degree dignified and considerate, while at the
same time, holding ourselves to our ideals..,,
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1
t t l had.a

co ncerned,
very successful summer as far as the Institute
ana feel quite clear that I know what tio do

when the time for action comes,. After finishing with
Institute affairs, I got four weeks of the most perfect
rest imaginable in Gastein. it
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VJiBLEN , 0 .

FIEXNER, A,

9/17

Acaaemic Personnel

Corporation

B i o gr ap hi o al

Flexner to Veblen,

"I think It not a bad thing that there is a surplus in
the two funds appropriated for grants, and. I hope that the
mathematics group will make no further appropriations unless
somebody eminently worthwhile turns up« The moral effect
made on a board by a small surplus is out of all proportion
to the amount involved. It does really show that the group
has been guided by the single purpose of finding competent
persons . n

\\L
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SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

LOWE, ELIAS Biographical

MERRIAM, FOHN k̂ X

CARNEGIE INSTITUTE Foundations

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

AMERICAN' COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

W.M.Gilbert (Carnegie Inst. of Wash. D. C.) to Flexner

"Dr. Lowe and I have been corresponding during the past summer with regard to
his desire to return to the United States for continuation of his interesting stafe studies,
and I have just had a letter from him in which he speaks of the important̂  communication
you sent him recently on this subject. He has generously granted me discretion in utili-
zation of this information, and it is ior this reason that I am writing you immediately.

"My hope is that you may feel inclined to write Dr. Memam rather promptly
looking iorward to discussion of your proposal at a time which may prove appropriate and
convenient to you. Me are already giving preliminary consideration to budget matters
for next year, and some thought nas been devoted to the posibility of aiding Dr. Lowe in

establishing connections in the United States which might prove helpful in making it
feasible for horn to transfer residence from England to this country. Early in the
summer he wrote Dr. Merriam indicating that it was his earnest desire to make such a
change primarily on account of his health.

"If you are willing to take the initiative, I am under the impression that
such a course of action would prove most satisfactory for all concerned, and consequently
I have refrained from mentioning the subject to Dr. Merriam.

"Perhaps it is not inappropriate for me to review a few facts with regard to
Dr. Lowe's connection with the Institution. He received appointment as a Research
Associate of the Institution back in 1911, based upon the great promise of his studies
as a Fellow or the American School of Classical Studies at Rome. For the past twenty-

j three years, during which the Institution has been honored by his association with it,
' his record speaks for itself.

"As you probably know, we have not undertaken extensive studies in the human-
ities outside of the archaeological fi&ld, so tnat there have been few, if any, oppor-
tunities within the organization itself for contacts and associations by the palaeo-
grapher. In the fail of 1929 the American Council of Learned Societies applied to the
Institution for permission to ask Dr. Lowe to assume direction of a project for prepara-
tion and publication of a Corpus of Latin Manuscripts, with the result that Dr. Lowe
was authorized to direct this special research for a period of five years beginning
January 1, 1930, the Institution agreeing to continue payment of his salary as if he
were engaged solely upon regular work for the Infcitution. It occurs to me that your
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discussion with Dr. Merriam may have an important relation to any future plans which
may be made for completion of Dr. Lowe's program for the American Council oi Learned
Societies.

John C. Merriam (Carnegie Inst. of Wash. D. C.) to Flexner

»I must apologize again for taking so long a time to consider the interesting
questions relating to the iutiire of Dr. E. A. lassos. Lowe..eit has also been important to
consider other relations in this field, expecially those to the American Council of
Learned Societies which has been spending funds which tne Rockefeller Foundation nas
set aside for Dr. Lowe's researches.

•*In a recent conference with Dr. Leiand we agreed that there seems real impor-
tance to Dr. Lowe and to those or us who are interested in his work if at least for the
next few years Dr. Lowe could be located at Princeton and in association with the

• Institute for Advanced Study. Such an arrangement would depend upon having Dr. Lowe
separate himself from his university relationships in England and take up life in this
country. This would mean the loss of salary from the appointment in England. It would
also mean loss of contact in study of certain of the most important materials being
•used for research.

"If such an arrangement could be made, the Carnegie Institution would, I am
Ijsure, be willing to continue the payments which it has been making of |U,500 a year for

compensation to Dr. Lowe. It may be that the Institute for Advanced Study would wish to
add to this amount and also to contribute a reasonable sum for expenses of Dr. Lowe's
travel in Europe in connection with his studies. While the present researches are under
way I assume that there will be contribution from the American Council of Learned
Societies of Rockefeller funds which may cover a considerable part of the expense of
investi gation.

File IH-21
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MITRANY, DAVID Biographical

EARLE, EDWAHD MEAD

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

*% these two men Professor Mrbrany's interest is primarily in government, national
| and international, and Professor Earle's in economic history. I have a list of about a
dozen men in the thirties who have given great promise and who have fortunately not yet
/committed themselves far in dealing with the complex and controversial questions of eco-
nomic theory and policy. I hope very much that by the next meeting of the Board I may be
able to suggest an additional person to be added to the two whom we have already appointed.
There will be no difficulty in securing cooperation on the part of the most distinguished
Europeans in the field which the new school covers. I think that without exception the
.men, with whom I spoke, thought that the conception upon which we are proceeding is sound
and important. Everything now turns upon the choice of the proper individual or indi-
viduals. "

Vol. I, Wo. 20, Minutes, p 8.
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POLICIES Administration

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"My conclusion, therefore, is that, whereas in due time, as successive schools
are establsiehd, we shall try to provide them with facilities to make cooperation easy,
our great task at the present moment is the finding of men. For, while the men can get
on without buildings, the building is futile without the men. If they can be combined,

; as they are combined at Fine Hall, results should be obtained that are as nearly ideal
as is possible under human conditions.

"I think I may say in conclusion with all modesty that wherever 1 went in Europe
!, the fact of the eiistence of the Institute was known and that its possible scope and its
present and future importance were appreciated. While we have done absolutely nothing
to procure publicity, the quality of the staff and the students has already within the
iperiod of a single year made the institution widely and honorably known."

Vol. I, No. 20, Minutes, pp 9-10
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GENERAL Academic Procedures

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"Since the meeting of the Boardpeld April 23 last the first session of the School
of Mathematics of the Institute for Advanced Study was brought to a happy conclusion on
May 1. Work, however, on the part of the faculty and the students did not cease with the
termination of the academic year. Some of the professors continued their daily attendance
at Fine Hall far into the summer, while some of the workers remained in Princeton during
the entire summer, despite the excessive heat in July.

"During the course of the year it occurred to me that it would work to the advantag
of higher education if annually some of these young men and women well trained in modern
Imathematics could bring into the secondary schools and high schools of the country the
/newer views of the subject which have come to prevail. I had a number of conferences with
the new Superintendent of Schools of New York City, as a result of which the Associate
Superintendent in charge of mathematics, Dr. Tildsley, and a committee of teachers of
mathematics spent a day at Princeton observing the work of the Institute and the graduate
!work of Princeton University in mathematics. I am happy to report that several workers
have received appointments in the New York City schools. If this experiment can be suc-
cessfully extended to other large school systems in the country, there will be, as it were,
a new market opened up for these highly trained univecsity and post-university students,
and it is perhaps not too much to expect that in the course of time the teaching of high

school mathematics will be modernized in the United States precisely as during the last
twenty years the teaching of high school science has been modernized. We have, 1 think,
to look at the entire educational system as & whole. We cannot do the best possible work
in college and in the graduate school or in the Institute unless boys and girls have been
properly grounded in the high schools. Thus far the number of persons trained in modern
mathematics who have gone into high school teaching has been very small. I hope that the
liberal action of the Superintendent of Schools of New York City may be followed by similar
action on the part of superintendents in other cities. I have already undertaken to
communicate with other superintendents in the hope of making opportunities for students
of the type now being graduated from the best of our universities and from the School of
Mathematics of the Institute."

Vol. I, No. 20, Minutes, pp 1-3.
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SALARIES Academic Personnel

MITRANY, DAVID Biographical

EARIE, EDWARD MEAD

Minutes, p. HE 11:

"RESOLVED, That beginning September 1, 193k, the salary of Professor David Mitrany
be and hereby is Tenthousand Dollars ($10,000.00) a year without requiring him to come to
America until, in the judgment of the Director, that step should be taken."

Vol. I, No. 20
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H|"V

FRANKFURTER, P. Biographical

FLEXKFER, A.

On Octobeip 12, 1934» Plexner sends Frankfurter resume of
Mrs. Bailey's notes on Frankfurter's remarks at Trustees Meeting (10/8/34)
on School of Economics and Politics, as they finally appeared on p. 12
official minutes. On October 20, Mrs. Bailey asked for a response, and
on 11/2/34 she sent him complete minutes, on each occasion, suggesting that
if he had corrections he should notify her as Secretary,, Ther's no
evidence he responded btojb 3 P» memo October, 1934* which he evidently
prepared,, Piled School of Economics and Politics0 Vertical Pile.

7

P Pile, 1, I.A.S.
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DEGREES Academic Procedures

Minutes, p. 13:

"The Director reported that he had received a letter, dated July 21, 1.93k, from
Mr. Charles H. Elliott, Commissioner of Education of New Jersey, stating that the State
Board of Education had granted the Institute for Advanced Study a license to confer the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy upon those students who complete programs of study leading
to that degree which are similar in scope to those offered in leading American universities

r|The Director explained that it was no part of the policy of the Institute to confer degrees
•\eamed or honorary, but that following the advice of Mr. Hardin it seemed wise to obtain

j permission to do so, even though no use of the permission was contemplated."

Vol. I, No. 20
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AKD POLITICS Academic Organization

FRANKFURTER, P. Biographical

FLEXN"ER, A.

Regarding Frankfurter remarks at Board meeting of Qc'tobejj

Vertical Pile, Frankfurter-1
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FOUNDERS The Coiporation

Minutes, p. 15:

"Mr. Maass, in behalf of the Trustees personally, presented two replicas of the
seal in gold to the Founders of the Institute, Mr. ̂ ouis Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fuld,
as a token of their esteem and gratitude. Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld expressed their
deep appreciation of the gift which the Trustees had individually made."

Vol. I, No. 20
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BUDGET Finance

GRANTS

Minutes, p. 10:

"At the request of the Director Mr. Veblen stated the advisability of having the
assurance of appropriations for grants-in-aid made a year in advance in order that the
professors might have sufficient time to make arrangements with universities regarding
leave of absence of candidates for grants. Thereupon, on motion, it was

"RESOLVED, That the sum of Thirty thousand Dollars ($30,000.00) shall be included
in the budget for tjie year 1935-1936 to be distributed as follows: Twenty thousand Dollars
($20,000.00) for grants-in-aid in the field of mathematics and Ten thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) in the field of mathematical physics."

Vol. I, No. 20
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FELLOWSHIPS Academic Personnel

Dr. Flexner reported in part:

"In addition to those who were seeking opportunities a large proportion of the
workers last year were on leave of absence from important institutions: the University of
Chicago, Johns Hopkins University, Princeton University, the California Institute of
Technology, the Rice Institute, University of Vienna, University of Copenhagen, Edinburgh
University, University of Michigan, etc. These men have returned to their posts refreshed
and stimulated by their experience in Princeton, and I have received evidences of grateful
appreciation on their part for the opportunities they enjoyed last year. During the year
now beginning a similar group will be in attendance, among them men holding posts in
Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Johns Hopkins University,
Princeton University, University of Cincinnati, Brown University, California Institute of
Technology, University of California, University of Chicago, University of Louvain, Uni-
versity of Frankfurt, University of Munich, University of Cambridge, etc. Of the twelve
fellows appointed in the field of mathematics by the National Research Council in this
country, nine have elected to work at Princeton during the present year, enjoying the
combined opportunities of the Institute for Advanced Study and Princeton University, and
the European branch of the Rockefeller Foundation has appointed two fellows in mathematics,
both of whom have elected to come to the Institute."

Vol. I, No. 20, Minutes, p 3.
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POLIO IES Admini stration
Ts, P

SCHOOL CP-̂ WWmiSfflHMWSMafl Academic Organization

Minutes, pp 12-13:

"On the suggestion of the Director the Trustees considered methods to be pursued
in starting the School of Economics. The consensus of opinion seemed to indicate that the
School should be started modestly and as promptly as possible with a small nucleus of young
and promising men of unusual intellectual endowment who would be enabled to work without
pressure for results.

"Mr. Frankfurter held that the social sciences ©ught to be viewed in somewhat the
same light as law. He thought that the analogy to the progress which had been made in the
medical sciences likely to be misleading and that the confusion in the realm of economics
and politics was due to the fact that there had been too little disinterestedness in their
pursuit. He suggested, for example, that the so-called principles or laws of economics
ought to be examined in the light of their origin and that it would probably be found
that they originated out of the pressure of contemporary phenomena. Something might, he
thought, be gained if small groups were brought together for limited periods in the hope
of uncovering and defining the real problems. He was certain that nothing could be gained
if an inharmonious group were assembled and instructed merely to 'research'.

"Mr. Stewart emphasized the importance of an early start with young men, the

I

question of whose future relationship to the Institute could be determined by their achieve
ments from time to time, and Mr. Veblen suggested that grants-in-aid, such as those now
given in the School of Mathematids, would prove an excellent way of bringing men of
promising ability to the Institute *o work for a year or longer without permanently de-
taching them from their posts unless they developed unusual capacity. It seemed to be
agreed that with the exception of a small permanent nucleus it would be unwise to make
many additional appointments for terms of three or five years which would involve the
resignation and withdrawal of men from their own institutions and thereby impair the
freedom of the Institute in dealing with them.

"The Director stated that he had given further thought to a start in the humanistic
studies and that he deemed it advisable that an impartial survey be made of the remarkable
facilities and resources which exist in and around Greater New York with Princeton as its
center, whereupon, on motion, it was

"HESOLVED, That the Director be and hereby is authorized, in his judgment, to
expend not to exceed Six thousand Dollars (|6,000.00) for the purpose of study in the field
of the humanities."

Vol. I, No. 20
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

Dr. Flexner reported in Part:

"I devoted two-thirds of the summer to study in Europe with a view to seciiring a
nucleus in the subjects of economics and politics as well as the humanistic studies. It
is clear to me that in economics and politics,,, which should.be broadly conceived as the
field of social justice, we shall have to proceed somewhat differently from the method
pursued in dealing with mathematics. The sort of mathematics in which scientific men
are interested today has a history that is at least one hundred and fifty years old. The
economics that is in vogjl is upon a very different basis. More and more as I conferred
with men who are dealing with economic problems both in universities and in public life,

(f| I became convinced of the fact that economics ought to be viewed as a clinical science.
That is to say, men who are concerned with its teaching and investigation ought also to be
men who have been in contact with practical problems of business and government. On the
other hand, while the men working in economics must not be aloof from practical life, they
ought not to be diverted to the performance of current tasks. William James once said,

j 'We act forwards; we understand backwards.' There are thus two dangers to be avoided:
on the one Hand, the danger inherent in long distance cogitation and theoryj on the other,
the danger inherent in doing things at the moment empirically. Other sciences - physics,
chemistry, and medicine - have had to settle the same problem. In the case of physics and
chemistry it has required centuries, and in medicine it has required a full century, and
there are vast areas in which the scientific medical man still shrinks from practical
activity, though he continued his researches on experimental animals and otherwise in his
laboratory. The methods of developing economic science, which seem to me now to be most
promising, bear therefore a certain resemblance to what has happened historically in other
fields, though analogies are suggestive as well as dangerous and must not be pushed too
far. These methods require infinite patience - the patience of a naturalist, who is
willing to observe before he turns to generalization or accepts practical responsibility
for the execution of political and economic policies.

"A distinguished scientist, with whom I have been discussing the problem of
economics from the standpoint of scientific method which I have had to clear up before
proceeding to the discussion of persons, has on reflection written me a letter, from which
I quote the following:

'"Naturally, I am deeply interested in your plan to make a fresh start in economics,
America will provide a marvelous experimental field for acute younger men for the next few
years. Whatever happens in November, this country is in a state of flux out of which some
kind of economic stability will be a matter of years and the end result will be something
very different from the old order. I do not think that Russia offers a better field for
capable observation and investigation than present-day United States. It's like a great
epidemic, plague, etc., to the pathologist - an opportunity not to be invented but suddenly
and sharply presented with incalculable potentialities.

'"If I were asked what constitutes one of the greatest attractions, at this
critical era, to the alert, 'prepared1 economist mind, I should say America. It's an
opportunity which should not be long deferred for quiet study without anything said but
for a lot of 'wood-sawing'.

'"That is the way one would attack a great biological catastrophic experiment
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such as a devastating disease plague; and the world today, with America in the forefront,
is in the throes of another kind of plague - nothing less than a vast biological social
plague.'"

Vol. I, No. 20, Minutes, pp 5-6.
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ECONOMICS Academic Activities

See Chronological file for Frankfurter's and Stewart's
remarks about economits0

See source on Memo in Chronological file
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EARLE, E. M. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

SALARIES Academic Personnel
Earle to Flexner, October 15, 19314-0

He drafts a proposed statement as to the terms of his
appointment at $10,000 per annum effective September 1, 19314-» with
leave for the academic year 193l}--1935 on half salary. And the
appointment is to run for two years, with provision that the next
academic year may also, if necessary, be spent on the same basis,
with the undeEstanding that he would be carried on the roles as a
professor whether he was being compensated or not. The matter of
illness is not mentioned.

In discussing the economics program he said that "many of
our so-called economic laws are merely slogans," as Felix Frankfurter
says. He compliments Flexner on getting Frankfurter on the
Trustees Board. He states that he is thoroughly in sympathy with
Frankfurter's, Flexner's and Stewart's idea that the entire subjsct
should be approached without preconception,

1} l
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INSTITUTE HISTORY" Institute History

MORSE, MARSODN Biographical

GRAUSTEIN, WILLIAM C.

Morse to Graustein October 19,

Morse informs Professor William <1» Graustein that he
has been invited to join the staff JUSK the Institute for
Advanced Study. Harvard offers him decrease in teaching hours,
increase in salary, and practically anything else that will
encourage him to stay at Harvard, and Birkhoff is in on the
persuasion seeing President Conant for this purpose.

The letter sack offering formal terms of the appointment
is missing from the file as are all papers prior to January 25,
1933.

D, Morse, Marson, 1933-19lf!>
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

GENERAL Finance

Flexner to Veblen (Fine Hall, .Princeton): Excerpts

"Since we parted I have given some thought to the last words you dropped,
namely, that we should not lose this delightful time to walk about with an eye to site,
buildings, etc. While I should be glad to have a walk with you at any time, I think it

I only fair to say that I should find it difficult to get up any enthusiasm now on the
[question of site and buildings."

"We have an endowment fund of X dollars, which yields an income of Y dollars. In
common prudence we are setting aside an annual reserve of Z dollars. 23SXM That leaves
a margin of expenditure, with our present endowment, of Y minus Z dollars. If we invest
part of X dollars (endowment) in buildings and grounds, we diminish Y and Y minus Z."

11 .... Meanwhile, my ambition for the Institute is to leave mathematics substantially as
it is, and to get a small nucleus - it will have to be much smaller than the mathematics
nucleus - in (l) economics, and (2) the humanities. The three groups can, as Professor
Frankfurter pointed out, grow from within as additional resources become available."

"I shall surprise you by the willingness and speed of my activity in the way of

buildings and grounds when some Santa Glaus drops into our treasury the requisite funds."

File IV-19
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FRANKFURTER, F. Biographical

HORSE, M.

NfMABSEACK

STEWART, ¥„

AYDELOTTE, F.

FLEXNEE, A.

Vertical File, Frankfurter-1
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS Academic Organization
RIEFLER, MLnfield Biographical
STEWART, ¥. W.
FLEXNER, Abraham

i"lexner to W. W. Stewart:

"The minutes had hardly been mailed to you this morning when I received from
Professor Frankfurter an elaboration of the Views which he expressed at the meeting. I
shall send this tomorrow to the various members to be read and considered by them in
connection with the brief summary of his remarks contained in the minutes. It is

I interesting to note that Frankfurter expresses in general terms a conception of ecnomics
Ithat you and Riefler put in very concrete terms at luncheon the other day.

"I enclose the draft of a letter which I propose to send to Riefler; please change
it in any way you please and let me have your revision. I hope that he will come to
Princeton in the near future. In case he comes some Saturday afternoon to stay over
Sunday, is it possible that you could motor over from your farm Sunday and have at least
part of the time with us?;"

"I need not say that I am enormously obliged to you for your helpful and constant
interest in this venture. <s File.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AID POLITICS

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

FLEXNER, A.

EARDIH, JOHN R.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Plexner to Hard in, November 3, 193̂ - •

Transmits Frankfurter's elaboration of the brief
statement at the Board meeting on economics meeting of
October- 8, 19 3̂ 4-* on economics. Plexner asks for comments,

Here is the statement:

"Mr. Frankfurter thought that the director's
observations on the proposed school of politics and
economics stated the dilemma Inherent in grappling
at once fruitfully and honestly with the problems of
society as an intellectual pursuit. All talk
about science in connection with the so-called social
sciences is misleading if we mean anything more than

the temper of mind which seeks to be as objective and
as disinterested as possible and unconcerned with
immediate reforms and the practical settlement of
day-to-day social problems. Essential to this temper
of mind is awareness of the biases, the predilections
in which all of us are implicated and the unconscious
deflections of which we can only guard against by
consciousness of them. In a word, in dealing with
social problems that is the whole field of politics
in its broad sense, we must endeavor to pursue purely
intellectual ends,, at the same time that we are
concerned with the most controversial issues of our time.

"For^disinterestedness in the sense of abstract
political problems is to the extent that it is attainable
altogether futile. It is highly significant that the
great contributions to political science were all
contemporaneous documents, that is, they dealt with

the contentious issue of their time and were directed
towards the promotion of definite political views or
goals.) Urobbes, Locke, Montesquieu, the Federalist,
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all were, as it were, contributions not in abstraoto
but in the context of their time, and //of course the
same -is true of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations.

"And so in our time we must deal with issues which,
however scientifically framed, nre enmeshed in an
emo t i onal mat r ixj

In thds field we are largely still dealing
with slogans. i'hese slogans undoubtedly express truths
or desires relevant to t he time of their origin. These
partial truths were then generalized into universals,
as is the way of man, and were floated down the tide
of tradition, so as to become in themselves powerful
forces in men's thinking and action. [To that extent
I do not think it is helpful to suggest; that political
science today is comparable to clinical medicine. After
a-11, despite all the obstinacy of tradition that
encounters the pioneer in medicine as in all other
'fields of human endeavor, in any event the obstructions
that meet the medical scientist are not those pervasive

and permeating emotions and presuppositions that are
the verjr air of interest of man's economic and social life,

"Ana s o l believe that the most hopeful mode
of attack, if we are to be true to the spirit of
science in the field of politics, is historical.!
By that I mean a painstaking ana pertinacious eiraeavor
to analyze the fighting slogans and the rallying
cries that give rise to mass loyalties. For all our
current terms like 'individualism1 and 'regimentation'
and the 'profit motive' have a history, were born out
of a particular environment or a dsfcfcEJKssbcx defined
state of society and. have been carried over to
environments quite different from that of their'
origin, f This means not only history in the ordinary
sense of the term, for adequate history implications
psychological, statistical and legal factors
indispensable to a just understanding of economic
and political institutions.!

"in politics, unlike mathematics, there are no
hi.lf dozen or three K£ or four recognized great men
whom one can collect into a great faculty of politics,
Mr. Frankfurter thought that the great men must be
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made, as it were, that the Institute must burn to
youngish people and develop them through their actual
pursuit under favoring circumstances of problems in
politics af $ajor moment. To this end it is important
to bring together a group of people who will have a certain
harmony of purpose and more or less common conception of
the task to be pursued. For one cannot bring together
a group of individuals not selected with relation to one
another and expect a harmonious interplay of minds. To
that end it seemed desirable to Mr. Frankfurter if possible

to invite a promising collection of political scientists
and e conomlsts for a long enough period, say half a
year or a year, for purposes of intensive discussion of
'what the problems of political science are and how they
are to be pursued in the hope that thereby the desirable

group of distinction will reveal itselfe"_7

JRK Correspondence from January, 193^4-^0 December, 1936
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11/7

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITIGS Academic Organization
FRANKFURTER, FELIX Biographical
FLEXNER, ABRAHAM
HAASS HERBERT

t̂Statement lay Felisc

"Recognizing as one must that the science of economics i£ presently in a state
of flux, the obvious requirement of any newly organized department must be to get away
from feet standards and from the predilections that have developed amongst those members
of the profession who have committed themselves by writing or expression to a fixed
point of view.

"While it is true that all great political essayists wrote in the light of current
problems that were the pressing questions of their times, nevertheless, the problems
which confronted them are in reality the recurring problems of today - perhaps, in a
different form or a broader scope, but in their vital effects upon the life of the times,
essentially similar. Therefore, the correlated history of those times, together with a
review of the applicability of the principles which were developed during those periods
to the changed conditions of to-day, and a determination as to whether they are of present
value or have been outmoded, would present a composite picture of the processes of
development in the course of mens* and nations* conduct which has brought about the
evolution in world economies to its present state.

"While in their origin economic problems were, in a sense, purely national, the
change which has been wrought by the World Mar and the great progres_s which has been
made in systems of communication, methods of travel and otherwise, has caused inter-
national relations to play a far larger part in present-day economic affairs than was
ever heretofore the case.

"One cannot overlook the fact that, fundamentally, political economy in its
broadest sense, is the establishment of rules of conduct which tend to make national
and international relations, based upon trade, excĵ jnge of goods, and methods of living,
flow currently along lines of least resistance so as to be productive of the best results
for humanity.

"It would seem, therefore, that the vision of a modern Department of Political
Economy should be to inquire into and pursue the historic background of all great
economic movements, tracing their development and their effect upon national and inter-
national relations, manifesting their weaknesses and their strengths, and culling from
amongst them those which survive and merit such survival, and discarding those which
have demonstrated their uselessness, their purely temporary effect or their distinctly
local origin and application. Then, from this background, to develop new theories of
general application which can be demonstrated to be fundamental in operation and inter-
national in scope.
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"If these premises are correct, such a department cannot be launched with a crew
that is hidebound by existent theories or committed thereto by its writing or its
expressions. The hope of accomplishment lies more nearly in the principle that the
staffbe comprised of competent historians and a group of young economists with the
capacity to accept or discard old theories and to develop from them new ideas which are
sufficiently elastic to permit nat alone their present application but their future
adaptability."

Haass to Flexner:

"With respect to Professor Frankfurter's statement, I do not deem myself qualified
nor would I presume to comment thereon. However, I cannot agree entirely with ids point
of view. I feel so strongly that there is a historic background upon which competent
unbiased economists can work, that I have written a memorandum of my own, which I eneleee
herewith. It is intended to be the expression of my belief that what we have in mind is
not nearly so hopeless as Professor Frankfurter pictures it, and that there exists a
structure upon which men can build with safety for the future*M

Flexner»s answer to Mr. Maasss

"Thank you for your favor of November 5th with its enclosure, which I have read
several times with very keen interest. I am much more struck by the siiailarities in the
views between Stewart, Frankfurter and yourself than by the disparities on which you
very rightly dwell. I am glad, that the establishment of the department has really given
the members of the Board something to chew upon, and I hope that as the school develops
those of you who have had practical experience may give the Board your views just as
f reely and fully as those whose experience has been more academic in character."

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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11/8

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

COMMITTEES (EXECUTIVE) Corporation

MORSE, MARSTON Biographical

Board authorized Director to present to Executive Committee
a nomination to School of Mathematics. No salary specified.
The Executive Committee didn't meet (no minutes) but was
polled by Plexner. Announcement of Morse released right after
November 8, 193̂ -» (See Plexner to Maass, November 8, 193̂ -) •

D, Maass
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

FRANKFURTER, FELIX
9 fr\ /U "*«. <- ScL

Academic Organization

Biographical

This is the first paragraph of the letter of November 9» 193^1*
which does not appear in th© copy Weed sent Frankfurter.

w Vt« "£• \I am very glad to have the short statement of Professor

Frankfurter's ideas about economics. It is an original viewpoint and
important in supporting the contention, already ,ao_cg_B^ed_ by the_Board,

.that our proper attack on this wide subject should be through history."

Flexner's letter of November 10, 193 ,̂ Weed's of November 21, 193lj.,
Flexner's of November 23, 193^-> and Meed's of November 26, 193^»
suggesting a personal conference instead of bringing the subject up at a
Board meeting are all in ja Director's file; also, Weeds letter of
December 6, 193^> expressing appreciation that Flexner has referred the

.whole matter of the highs chool $f faculty angle to Veblen.

D file, Weed, Lewis H., 1930-19^-0
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D . l l ;

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

Flexner to Aydelotte, November llj., 193̂ - •

nl hate to bother you, but I hate it the less since I
may also be amusing you at the same time. This morning comes
Frankfurter's last word, which w ith my poor intelligence I am
utterly unable to understand in the light of the various
points he raised in connection with the trivial Marschak
proposal. As I reflect upon the whole correspondence, I realize
(1) that in writing to a lawyer I should have been much more
meticulous in saying what was in my mind, (2) that when I
said that it did not matter with whom we started, whether a
mathematical economist or any other kind of economist, I
'(should have added that no extreme specialist could possibly
\t the school unless his range of interest went far beyond
this specialty, but that would have seemed to me to be too obvious
to be stated. Dr. Welch organized the Johns Hopkins Hospital
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and the Medical School without ever having had a patient in
his life, but, though a pathologist, he had vision that
comprehended the whole field of medicine and public health.
The same is true of Simon, who, though nothing but a pathologist,
organized the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,
which includes clinical medicine, chemistry, bio-physics, and
no end of subjects of which Simon knows nothing, though he
appreciates their proper scope and place. Veblen, who has been
my mainstay in the School of Mathematics,,is a highly
specialized mathematician, but he has a vision that ranges over
the entire field. If I had said to Frankfurter that it
wouldn't make any difference with whom we started, provided in
addition to his special interest he had the vision of the
whole economic field, I might have avoided this correspondency,
but I doubt it."

Pile I-?
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11/15

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI

PONTRJAGIN Biographical

Flexner to Veblen (Fine Hall, Princeton): Excerpt

".... Inasmuch as Lefschetz has committed the Institute, I think we ought to hold
$3,000 in reserve until we find out whether or not Pontrjagin can come next year. My
guess is that he will not come, and with that we may as well stop trying: you could
tell Lefschetz that you must have a final reply by March or April,"

File 17-19
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11/16

Academic Organization

Biographical

Proposed economic unit of the Institute for Advanced Study.

Piled in Chronological Pike under 193̂ , 11/16.

SCHOOE OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

RIEPLER, WINFIEJiD W.

D Pile, Riefler, Winfield Wo, 193̂ -39
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OP THE
FOR 3TOS1

the?* e«n t*e little question of the ttrgent weed for a afire

tmiwretftwtisg of esonomie probt«38» the persletenee of the preoe&t

&|PMM»$M% itis intensity, the extent of ecoiwwie diiectjilibritsi whie'h it

revealed* its f^crM-witl* ohar»et®r, the Jfttaaa suffering In the form ot

ettfitelned unemii'loyment by whieh It he.e been 60ooi3'|>aaied.i all offer iaeofitro-

v»r»it40 tedtiaony dfi this point* la the field of economies, the probi®a is

twst whether 1Jier« is emple s«o|» for advejaeed study, bat rattier how «i«h stud;

can beet fee la^leaeated* for the Qualiti* of the htttaaa need i0 suoh &s t* sell

for all of th® irrtolligene© whleh we C«.R bring to its

the |»r»ie«ntr problia of ecoRdaie^ 1xj4«y is to rtfe>rstilat« its

ba.si® thlnlting to th« point whea?© it can offer e» «»th0ritatl?© a

of the pEwest wo'fld*«itt® paralysis» As ««f»reii wil^s thiit pr»bl«sf the

doetrisml disputes of pi»»depr»ss.l.en. |«are fad« into ia»ignifi6ar»«* lo

Bpeciat echool, s« i^rtiewlar %ypt of loglsal aimlycsis, t»4i0ated the

of .a breAkdofm eu&h »» thie prior ts 19291 nor lias tb« course of eventa

that tisse eeifwselmlljf jo@tifi«4 tl» approaets tta *Me!t <m« |p*6tif was working*

It hftve^ ia fact, r»s o®Etrfti odr© of ase«fted ir»rifiable gensrfeliaa,-

tioae to thie field eueh at ere found in the other aa^or tateileotoai dieelplinas,

IB no -.inity, th«sref«f«» ia the vftrlotiu salsiiirlsieiis of i»t®nsiv« epe«iali«*

,, aor ie there e 0!5/..«on body «f logic to sew© &@ int@l.i«0t«e,i tools is

the ievaileipae&t &f hypethe&ee os tbo froatiers of frdyftno©4 study* As a

result there is easfueion in ecerodited prof*esieiml »oorwi»sio juifpsat upon

elaost any major pro'bi«m. that is po-a«4, "Jhie bee p^tietjlurlj ©

during the past few years of divirg^ttt eoune»ela ^w1-j0a eooBOsiats, ejtt a
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~ 2 •»

h«v* almost univftfs&lly failed to ©pe«k with t» authoritative ^oi«« either

in their «nftly»e* «f the eeur&e of event* or in their fpf^MHli for their

amelioration or ewre. Instead^ feofteeienai eoimeel was asst urgently

desen.|»i.» ©ooiaesiet® haw l>aen :ro'..jjji widely 4itfl4»l »wm tipon. q«estio»s. of

b*0ie import wh©r© pr«fet3«le«ai c-«afet«8W oettld bt pree«a«4 to t» fiaal*

©» 8«ij»«s« ef this e©K?twiep tc fflmnd in, the failure «f «^rr«isi

to sdec|i«tftly into aooouat this tomi»8,.tiag el»-a*«^M'teristl«0 &f

scoiety la tiwittlel .̂ eeateiry. th&t pert of ow pr«e«trt>

is fiftjrufcllf worktd cftrfe arid lofgieally afttttiiftt»i is

©a the ©6-enoaio j>roc©seeis r«l.*,tiea»hipB w'hleh w«t prevaleni in

society a d^Hnetuury or isor® ago* Soct ©f th* ir«8Ottye«« of tt» -oeBFaiimi'%

then oeo\i|»ied with the. profeetioB, diotrils«t-.idft aai wttsunjfticm of |»rlsha!?l«

j t& feo4 elftthlmg, a»4 ih* major attention of

dir©«t»d toward sa «*Ae.lysi» of fteei^alf ft»0o«iated with

for 0ueh .goods. 'Daring ttis |»ftr« lr?m«illat«ly IPMMM^H th«

en the otter h«»d# fully eat*lt*lf ©f etir proiadtlsa ®f -i«3fisodltles

s4«j. IS* ffcaf whie>i ditfey sid»ly in th»if boh&vior

•»&rl»t0 tipett «hldh w»st •@«.tsessio analysis been fewed* 'Bii» oh&age

for a re**.M&i$'8ii nf eoonoado 4§,ia,t m. ao» to'telopeiiwA of ©esasial© thftory.

Sueli an si»lye|.» will rwn to the htsrt of All of %« itS'Seei&'t.ed with

the mirrunt tsraaMawa* It will require, fe«tf*r# tJ» sreatl«« of MSW intolloo*

tual toola in aMittc®. to with whi^h ««©TK»iote are ROW »or.feinfs* By ©on-

ttntr«tinf e» this appr«»ch eaaA by diewteplng. syQt®mtiSAlly all of tit®

f&e«fts w'-.leh It will tmeover* fc® Institut© sail reas©imbl|1' hop* to

w&jor aitanct in e^oawic thaery *ariag th« nnxt ieemda*

fh» logleal toele, the> generalizations,«ad the :reee«-o}

with iffhioh ftifiMMii 8~te4t«tfl in the field are j»w worldng, fall la. gwieral into
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thane* bread •eat»gorl««t

(1) GOBjEiftdity «** prie« oyaten studies whteh oon&elve of oar
©otsiMiio a* on« regul &ted by the fr*e t&tarp l«y
0f costs 83*4 p*i«HS* fo aid in the &fwslysi« of this later-.
ptmy, there Is available a hirhly refiaed tody of
ge««r«iti»tio»t with rs eject to mrkets for f®rtsfe*M*
eoKaaaiities to stiffly relstleMh&ps for
these oo-;-.. lit&Mli funeral ia&tiono wfhlch rmm

(2)
1» orgKniaaA Rloag pdeiiBiaf^1 lin»t tn

ere ®0|>dclallj liapertsai., regard

»orki.ng in tfein paMfil f i®lA ai*» h«*» the aM ^f ' a
of logieml g*j»rftlli&tlo.ftS|, tuxt th©y ere

r:*st pert |paers,liFAtion« feasttd ttpott tnalytle and
off a *wldb**r!d* son®|* aurfcet

oreiit laetns:r,ents » aitlfled bj a gold
fhey 4e t»ot teJtef M«f«8.tely Into

«f 'fcfet «apiil«l .

(5) ^iMi»tittttlw oy sttttlstlesl studies,, isfcigh er© still is
•fe* displrieal stag*i pos»*©-slsig »® yet » bo«iy «

fell Sat iGttB fSW «S|»li01t ft8'01»sp%t0t48 Of Itti
i-wsiisti in, thl« fl^ld h&f» tm«oir*r©4

of ««o«omlo f laeioatieas ' hate olmrtei Hifii*
m«att* tb»y ha^t efeatrlteitssl little as yest, ho-^evajr, to M

g of tfeelf Qfttisea^ tlttli"' prtteiitioyi or their mire*

It is frof©g«4j th«refG:f«» "tti«t th*

attack tfeii problem by ieveloptng e «i8t&i«»i ittqiiiry into that* grottp

tineclvel. ©ewcwio qiwsti«is whish with tSie «ttrr®nt

im th« •iuwtttl© i»&«tri«© whiefc «f«

tlie enption *fh» PwMfe <*f .&jr«bl@ Clooie** :v;uo.H art attaek

tlist it is ««ffiei»rrtly llslt«4 to be apecific at «, tijne ft :faer«

bo 4r«ir»«4 in the pr«wm.iling aoKfust-ea of thoa.̂ t, feet it it

«»dtv»l9fei to reqtdre ®xfl©r*tisji» and finally that it i*

tesie to afford hepe that it will diaeloue t!» fety whieh will

to ft refonsalfttiOB wad elo&er ttptie%tlstion of"
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Its ira$wt*330« has inetitwtmglf appsuwmt to

during th» sourae of th* ppfttHwot l»ff«»ai©*i wtiloh !me been

a«eoei&t*d with for 4«rabX<& gsodtu $» leaking bmoliHWd It aw

that the&t »*« gjsaeri&Iy eh&raeteriatio ef

leite th«a fowawly iroo'osniaod* If

to as ewnttml reetgijttie?t of il» b&tis ®esjiosle tre&ia

the rls© of IniiiB'tfialtaft «i«riisg the pwt etatury-i It- 1© a twaable as©tajis|)tlo».

tlmt fatur© ««onoal« rfp®r6««sis»«i arlelng mxfe of «to-|>|«®»ff in th» flow of

iar«,bl« goads, will Is* »v«n gpflNfttosr than at p»feat# 0iae* th« relfttiv* pro-

portios of ow total wwtaaie aelivltf whieli ie rt|>r©-»»t0d by

goc4s 'laittstri*® la bound to lBSrea$® with rising; 'ted«0tri«l 0f fioionoy

tit® gr«»th of p'r»4ttetl'?it|'« In othtr «>rds^ a itigh eisadeird of living implies

a 'hw&vy eo>n<»Rtrt-1it0.a of »e&»oaie re&ouro^a In ciwablt goods teli*ct.rlest eni

« ritiag «t«ii8r4 ef li^iiiig ef tawwtaeity lae»as»e th* gonor*,! hftvoe att®ndii^

in tl«ee Itytestrifrs*

It is to »e«ora»# tlwrtf&rtj tb«t in»l«stteg the pfebl«m of

not only «. faetdr th«t is r«-ettgatg«l, « ©f jat-Jcsr iaportaaet in.

br^&Woiw feut in mtditian «hioh will pwtoablj of inei"©a»ing

«,» found is thie p»t»l«a fields fey highly

•sfw»01elis0.ci nm&tAt for durable goods include not only s«s,pital c°°?3°* ^-^

«,!» ftillle irdrte* MplMwt^iA capital KO& Aursblt goofs* Saeh

of these a»t®gos*i®t. i^fr^aents imiiflinitlly large el«stais of ew eeono^jr^

't®.g«t!teiE* uj> O'W>r oae»h«if of th« tdtal* Hh* feotoro^ eoelal t»4

©•eotteaie, which d©tersii» wt-wthe'r th#i*« Is or is net a feaimt for good® of thit

eh&rsoter, go a lott^ ?»&y els© towiifd, det*nal»ing JW«f ©jrtetit of ^in^aplo-ysestj

and th@ rat® ©f activity of ma- «ntir* eeoscssle sy0t«a» fh*y haw -eoas to
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occupy » therefore* a position at I«a0t equal in i&portanoe with fmetora

common to isartests for periehftble ftotsaoditiee deserve an equally

•aqp'loyatKm «i the heals of eoomralttta*

Th» logical faetoro «hi<$h ahould genera. the demand for capital

&oode« fo* exraple* can be (KM$^pt̂ | even thought thalr apfllemti&a i©

s.lt«sti6Bg is 4lf f ioult 6tee»- lxev«irteMMsfa l*t wish ge^ds is .r»«d»«§rllf

upon «a laperfest eapiis.iiziatl.oa of aa esiiaate'd return in an. ttnolttar end

wafor©a««**bl® fitter*. In ih* oe.»« ©f 0o*MJtawsra dinmbl® goMt, ®» the

fesai, snail as h«w«s# «a*%*asljH@®.t «tc*^ tt» t-xisteaffi® ef is partly

eo«ial in, eliiiraetej', a r«flt«tida of tfc® s'teaiari of living «a$ ev-bject to

©henj;ef in «tylft. flic»s® wilelj diff«riag'Bsarl»ts, th«r«f*ire» will

Jte exaspl* of the tj^e of thBoyetical proisl-wi f»sed bj th*

of a desirMMit intestry devotad to oonsoaaera dtureible go04a is

cffered 'by the r*e®fitt «xperie»p* ef' the 'taotor iait!»ti"ft in 1952

apreai tmttsplojeserit 4istr»sf prevailed 'throw,f4io',,tt «ll the indtwtriei tlmt

partieipute i» the a«iftrf»etw® 6sf iast«!S8ebil«5e, The etrngnsMea i» the-

ft»r .ears* h«<w<Mr»y^ 414 l»t Imply that i3» Jtamf^MII p»9fl«3 aft a

were using less etrtostotive tra»,Bpo.rt»ti«m then IB. predbpreauioB years, The

«©i»t».ptioji of gae01ti». ia If32 in fe*t »6»ald to iadioftt

little deelitst iti the astiml t»0e .«tf eaatemelillise in th&t y®ar»

^ were dwap&ble go»fla, «id "tills siagle fset penaitted the

to <«>»tiii«e to aMtnnablles even thotigh they were not

them* Ixi oth«p words* tht l»s&i»tttsa »cd»s«y had 4*f® loped this

latestry id- the poisi •eheire a sustained aftd ^ff^eti-?® 4eiaa«i

ww i»t of it»lf fj^ffloltat to call forth «n equally ctffeotive

deasand for «jpld|^^rxfc in the laaitifaetaris «f the ertiole
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Hh« prapttAaratlfig faftpsrteae© of durablo goods as »ueh

for *xploratl«tti a. further «<jt*aiiy Jaaportaat fi«M In tlwir relation to

credit *<Mamim*y» fer iawble &»$d0 Iff their ' 'nature rep-eewtt large

«nd In «o»t feases require alssost of n«ees*ity the availability

loan muritaii* Any basie §%»% of jSajw.bl« $&®&B e« awoh, tl

ami y«3ikliatio»ll|- Into a of savings end itweafeaeBt, of security

s, of banks and ftagnee osiap«Biess. exid, finally, of

r ^tecfax;«Jx««i^^

end c«rre»0'iss*

ectry, ^» t-f© have iitfw.rited it,». this aspect of

h«s received fat too little atitnti®»,» Oar taomtary theory

has »0t yet <A*i»,ft»4 ftaaisiwiitaHy la its ttd»king fi*«ft a

In irhloh "Ois prtposAerating diktat* eonelet of (l) a «ui*r»f,oy fea©*4 on gold,

(2) dtpo'olV^rdifttlng efetsereied fcia&s dealing is s®lf«*llqnld&tlng o«»»reial

paper » (5) owstrftl "teola wgalatlag throu^hi a sti«rV!'te«i r«dis-»ct»fc rate the

A«|»otli» ty ttws® baaaks, «nd (4) «m i«l«r'Katlosml foli

to govern th» fteti-rltifts ef eentffci tai&e» In th©&ry under this

«o£msie stytieturft is faAl»t«li»4 la

n'hleh, 0n the oi» !»«xd^ ar$ |jsveiT»i

trt4* to rtlmtiv® «isao44igf prle® level®* imi.t <m the other

fhsir ®rf«et» sa oeatral banlrs. set iti ssotioxt fairtw* to aaistaltt tlies®

irelg IB e^ttililirit'r:, \ny re«Heti.e @»®»lttitlo» of thie

•the ItgM of 'teda^*'* e«iiitl0a@ .n»v»&l@ Ita iaad»qtaa,fii®s and its

usfglect of tjb«f taajor Isetltutioiis •&& forces thst piny <m tht fteaselal mni-ksts*

In point ef f*«t^ ft rsftllatl© ate%' of th* balftnoe of today r»v«alB

that the dletrilmtioa of gpld ie tofialt»ly sssre affeoted 'by largt

of oaptial Itwaft of a highly imsteblt olmrmct®? th«a %y trMe In
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of & type to be etnsltife to soall oh&ngeo In ralatlva prie®

Ihasa ®xfflsfl@e ara .miff latent 'to illustrate the- i»©i© nature of

an ftpfroaslii to our aooaamie tttaory fwaa the atandpoint of durable goods* 0wr

Is baaad essentially «n »a ©e««»le ooolaty is which dumbl*

:p lay s mtosr rol-t. In « o©ei«i,y @»aah »s oar* ife®r« th«y haw

a twtdh Is indt^ftttMt with reeptct teili to th§

««lysiisf tad also wife, i»#«p$6t to ttit %a0ney marface «f

ak» iato eceoxmt th» «»«»atial of

ef ti» e!lS»t®i«! i»t yet saffieteslly «splor«4» An *s tlie

this ®ngie gi^ea »wry promiew of btlag t»r© bw.10 than thft work

new being dow •ftnd elf o of asr^iBg to unify work of ft pwrti&l imttirie ia

aajor of

to 6r;̂ nii«t4©n detail will b»

if a safer syprtsawsh al«ng tlwse lima is to hav® a raaaoaabl.® ehanoe

©f ««eo«as. A grou$ of ef ttitatealing ^ualltyt e&pabl* «f r«t

.refortmlstisg theory Is «*e®.at4ai# It ehswlA !as built mp «*

ocoaaiom w&rrante da tlie baeie of ths -quality *f *^h* iftdi^id-ual 0oa©tri»d

th» nat^a^o of th» ishinldaag tthidh h* -oan bring to U» prdgrwa. If a eeater of

reel tfelnki'Sg i?v oetaljlighedj, sill b« a0 Aiffiefalij in p*r«wwtiag iueli

to Jdin in. the <|ue&t» SOP will tiisrt be laek «T close aoat&et

this* gr«>-;;- to daiwlop anything 0&lld than highly co»j©«-

turel hyp0i.fetee.0j, thty must be giraatod special facilities. Tha project will

WKpir® »et only a. ecr«ftil f«RMletioa of speelfie pyobl«m» to be tastad but

aim en «xt6naiv« reliasct. upom etfetietieal Aate sasch of wfjiofe to not Jicw

able, Oiw of the of tha ®seae»ie Unit of tha Inetituta will b« t*»
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of' etatistlet o&pafele of aidlftg in ttte nolwtioa of lt«

tdhdoh want of meeftaity be pr-dAwnd ia the by large

sietietloftl and research bureaus to this country and abroad. la Ihle

it will .gain h0ip fro» of the r*ee«r«h iwtlt'atloas end th*

1to tide 4*1* ft-efailrtls and ue&bld Is 'STi-iMsetoa the Inttltwt*

oentwsplfete fros *feh» 'begS.nniag. thd «*tai>U»lasni of a smll statt»ti«&l

d clerioal staff. It should alt© eenttaplai,® Uwt lt« fa«,tlt|> or

group hair* uwffl©i«Bit fSMWdett to in elo-st pe-r»eaai e^ataot with the

-end r®e*tfcih centers the teeie ttfcterlels ar« teteg forg@d.

i»eoAiir0 travol &t ti^a |«»el|jly «x1*»i«4 B,be*»0'®8 ftri»e0'teii»

Their* will be little far fons&l ©Iftsaee, or jM»r atttdente w titsli, tat

eafl* ©ppertisffilty for eloee •eQ«t& î. tetf?e®n iaitllsetaal worlfi&ys sa a eistasacot

growp of projects of hl^ praalae, fart of thlo gi*oiap sill 'be brought to '

Prlaestoa, part will be in^'the universities^ aad an iaportftut p&rt

will be 10eat»4 «.t 6®at«,re of @p«elali»d res»&r«ti» lastittit® should not

«0ii0@lv0 of itself »e & lo&'&tlon but rmtlifti1 •» §. aew«© of asentsl fermeat

astst-wing all of the advaawi. uttiifettfe® in title field*
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

RIEMJ2R, W.

11/16
11/17

Ac aderd. c Organ! z at i on

Biographical

Reports, School of Economics and Politics,

Filed in Vertical Pile under School of Economies,and Politics,MS2

•S IAS Economics & Polities, 1934-39
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AYDELOTTE, P.

GENERAL

Biographical

Institutions

an
Aydelotte was Chairman of/Advisory Board, or at least was the

first member mentioned on its letterhead to The First Chopsing-A-Career
Conference 'fififi- APr. college men and women... June 26~if 2.rj~, 25 at
L. Bamberger and"Company, -Newark, New Jersey. The rest of the advisory
board consisted of presidents ana deans of the various colleges and
universities in the east middle states and New England.

A letter of November 17, 19̂ 0 from, Aydelotte to Bamberger indicates
that Aydelotte served on the committee at Bamberger's request,,

A Pile, Bamberger, Lewis
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS /AND POLITICS Academic Organization
HIEFLSR, ¥. Biographical
STEWART, W.W.

Prof. Stewart to Dr. Flexner:

MI am very much impressed with the memorandum Riefler setn you. It seems to me a
cogent and effective presentation of his case and I am persuaded that in making a start,
it is probably wise to select some field of interest and use the problems in that field
as a basis for selecting personnel and of establishing some unity in the work. Whether
the problem which Riefler has outlined is the problem is another question. From the form
of his memorandum, I judge that with him it is a matter of 'love me, love my problem1.
In this decision he may be wise though it forces us to a decision as to whether we want
both him and his problem. He has the advantages of youth, energy, enthusiasm and
intelligence and has apparently reached the stage of intellectual maturity where he is
possessed with a problem. In economics, my preference runs toward someone who is
possessed with some concrete problem but who is prepared to deal with its general
implications. This seems to me to furnish the best hope of escaping from the vagueness
/of superficiality which has affected so much current work in economics and of
'.establishing a fresht approach."

'/ File: IAS - W. W. Stewart - 1932-̂ 5

*>**

(
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1935 1/15
SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization
MARSCHAK Biographical

RIEFIER, ¥.
si

PIEXJJER, A.

ADAMS, W. G. S. (?¥arden, All Souls College,
-Oxford ?)

Adams to -̂ 'lexner, November 29,

Adams is answering rlexner's question as to whether
inviting Marschak to visit the Institute to be considered for
a position would be hurtful to MarschakJs standing. He
raises this/6n account of Frankfurter's objections. "I do not
see that so doing would in any way prejudice his chance as a
candidate for the Readership in Statistics and I do feel very
stronly that the most should be made of Marschak and that
nothing should be done to stand in the way of his kx± having
such a rare experience as you can make possible,," He suggests

also making it clear that he is not offering a position or that
he is not standing in the light of All Souls „

He also suggesta a new form of cooperation between the
Institute and Oxford as follows: A Readership in Statistics
will receive an appointment In the coming year. The appointment
will be In the hands of a University Board, then the field will
be open. Marschak may well be a candidate. In considering his
application, undoubtedly, says Adams, much as they want to do
for emigrees, they will not let them stand in the way of younger
men, British, who qualify. Adams suggests that they have an »*3
Associate Director who would keep in close touch with the work
at Oxford and spend a term at Oxford from time to time, but would
xx±xfesxxHB3f£Jx±;fcDiaxfeaxs:̂ ^ at other times be at the
Institute, receiving a much smaller honorarium from the Institute0

Flexner to Adams, January l£, 1935*

He says that Riefler has been appointed to the School of
Economics and Politics as Professor in the interim, and that he
will not ask Marschak to come/without consulting Riefler,
Riefler veto the suggestion?-/
D File, A.-1 (W. G. S. Adams)
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11/30
) \r " v? ^
COMMITTEES (EXECUTIVE) Corporation

FRAMFORTER, P. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

FIEXNER, A«

MARSCHAK

Frankfurter to Aydelotte.

wPlexner tells me that he has whown you correspondence
that-he and I have had regarding the Marschak proposal. Since
this matter to my way of thinking involves very serious issues
affecting the Institute...I should like you to see the whole of
the correspondence. I will trouble: to return it..»M

There followed correspondence with Aydelotte by Frankfurter.
Aydelotte away due to mother's illness and death, and replied
ultimately with the letter of December 21, 193̂  which Plexner
so vigorously opposed in the letter of December 2l|. to Aydelotte
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in the same file insisting that his action on Marschakwas not
administrative but part of his creative role in the Institute.
To this Aydelotte replied with a telegram to Flexner: "Deeply

regret unfortunate phrasing of my letter especially utter
failure to convey intense admiration I feel for your leadership
and importance of not allowing trivial causes of friction to
hinder you in realization of your great vision, I hope talk
with you Princeton or New York before January meeting or if
easier for you could go Florida tomorrow or Mondgy for two or
three days which would do me no harm. F. AoH

*£o this Flexner replied with a letter of December J33,?
asking Aydelotte 's pardon for taking exception to his letter, y'r
and suggesting that if Aydelotte w rites Frankfurter, "Doiffc
send me a copy of the letter and should you speak with him
don't send me a report. I want you to feel free to do as you
please— you owe me no account of your doings •" Flexner is
in Florida*

Frankfurter sought an interview with Aydelotte before the
Board meeting of January llj.. It seems obvious that he intended
to oppose the apppintment of Eiefler, though the matter is not
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mentioned, apparently the conference did not materialize
since Aydelotte was busy.

Then followed the episode of January 16, ete., Frankfurter's
letter to Riefler, and so forth.

February 18, Aydelotte to Frankfurter. Regrets Frankfurta?
found it possible to write to Riefler. Thinks he made a

bad mistake. Sorry he is parting company from Flexner "on
issues which do not seem important in comparison with the
great creative job he is doing and toward which he has already

ade such a wonderful beginning*" (Ibid,)

Frankfurter missed a meeting appointed afe Swarthmore for
him by Aydelott© early in Marcho It was finally arranged and
see ^Rifciey Aydelotte 's notes of conference, March 19» After that,
the matter went in formal channels.

Frankfurter wrote a formal letter to Aydelotte April 3> 1935*
laying out his reasons for doing what he did in the Riefler
case and arguing it on a legal point of view, again bringing in
the Marschak padbtk question, asserting that he has no s elf -right eous nee
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but no qualms of conscience. HIS terra Is expiring andhe is
not going to resign since It would imply a confession of

^wrong-doing which he does not feel. This letter is sent to
botib. Stewart and Leidesdorf . There Is no meeting of the
Committee since it can't make satisfactory date, but they all
agree that Frankfurter should not be reported,, Flexner
commented on the letter of the 3rd from Frankfurter in a letter
of April 9 in the file, indicating that the danger of Aydelotte's
position is that he said in his letter of April 3: "From this

fit will appear that I wrote to Riefleo? in accordance with the
1 practice I have been following ever since I have been a member
jjtf the f acuity .w /PVankfiiS'-fter points out that this is a danger
to any Board of Trustees and any Director, He rehearses some
of the painful correspondence with Frankfurter which he s aid
dated almost from the time Frankfurter became a Trust eee,
(A point which I have observed in Frankfurter's correspondence).
Prisaftcfttr-^r characterized his correspondence in the spring of
1931). and in the Marschak affair as informal and "gentle.11
.He characterized Frankfurter's as that of a pettifogging lawyer.
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After the Board took its action on the recommendation of
the Nominating Committee and for all that the Minutes reflect,
took it unanimously, Aydelotte informed Frankfurter that kax
his name had not been presented by the Nominating Committee, and
that the Nominating Committee had recommended the re-election
of Straus and Flexner only. He had previously informed
Frankfurter of the consensus of the Nominating Committee on
this matter. (*4rll

On May 6 Frankfurter to Aydelotte, saying that he had been
told "tha^ne had been credibly informed that members of the
Board were told that I had 'preserved the right, after a
disagreement with the Board^ on any subject, to discuss that
with a revelant person afterwardse|!1 This th© members of the
Nominating Committee and the Board said was not true. When
Frankfurter defended himsilf in this i-yfc-fcgif letter, he quoted
not the passage in his letter ©f April 3» 'but his passage on
his practice as a Faculty member in the letter of January 16
to Riefler0 The matter died down when Leidesdorf, Stewart, and
Flexner and Maass all disavowed any such report to t he Board,
and Aydelotte sovinformed Frankfurter, f j - , ^ q
ft, Frankfurter, Felix
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AuiJ POLITICS

PLEXNER, A.

EARLE, E. M.

Academic Organization

Biographical

They have correspondence on whether or not to "stake all
the Institute's chips on one card" in economic research, the durable
goods industry. Earle thinks it is the most importantsingle
factor in the economy, and cites Veblen, Thorstein to support ite
Yet he does not want to see all the eggs put in one basket* Plexner
responds that he favors being more cautious also. "Frankfurter

. pointed out in his memorandum that the great contributions to
1 political thought had been made by beginning the study of contempor-

„ aneous problems." The most precious thing one can do is to leave
the person appointed alone and let him find outo Frankfurter
also pointed out that one of the great difficulties in the way of

*fstraight economic thinking is the vogue of economic slogans—free
!trade, protection, sound money, etc0

D Pile, Earle, E0 M., 1931-35
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

PIEXMER, A.

EARLS, E. M.

RIEPLER WINPIELD W.

STEWART, WALTER W.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Plexner to Earle, December 3, 193l)-i

Riefler is jfar from thinking that the durable goods approach
is the only approach to economic phenomena. He and Walter- Stewart
agcee that it is one which opens up in a concrete way questions of
money, credit, etc. On t he other hand, Riefler ways if he came to
the Institute, he would w%nt to lie fallow for six months or a

year, afe it is quite possible that something new or even more
promising would occur to him. Riefler and Stewart both think that
attacking one problem may open up other vistas, witness Pasteur
working on bad beer discovered modern bacteriology., Kiefler's

notions are not those of the Brookings Institution, because
Brookings has always had its eye open to application; therefore,
it has taken a short-range'ds, view.

Riefler, Stewart, and Walton Hamilton take exactly the
! opposite point of view, selecting a problem, but being utterly
\t where it carries one or what happens in politics or
I industry in consequence of the theoretic results to which it may
'lead.

D Pile, Earle, Edward M., 1931-35
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SCHOOL OF HCOK-.A-.J.O: AHD POLITICS

R f » ,

Academic Organisation

Biographical

v E, M»

First merao from fiiefler ©a It A, S, eoonomies prsgrast
(potential) Plexner tells Karlo that «!a3?abi© goo^ai^proash
(app3?ov©d by §t©¥aj?t too) is In their minds not the wiiole bat
th© most ttsefu.1 now» (,F3»«3EB^ to Baj»lef I2/3/3lf,}

i® filed in the Vertical File onfier leonoaiie®
Politics,, School of,

Earl©»a
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

LINDSAY, A. D.

PLEXBBR. A.

Memo on social studies.

12/6

ACademic Organization

Biographical

D, Institute Organization
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EAKLE, E. M. Biographical

PLEXNKR, A.

Earle to Plexna?, December 10, 193i).l "Dear Abe,

"Every year at about this time I get out my files ana read
the enclosed letter/ ana telegram. They jgave me great jofc{ four
years ago, and they still do. You and Ben have been the most
wonderful of friends, and what I should have done without you I
don't know.

"l have been having a very trying time the past mofath or
so. I'm really very sick right now, and I sometimes wonder—much
against my will—whether I ever shall be well again. This
pneumothor^x has been a techniqal success, but it has certainly
made me feel a great deal worse rather than better. Last XEJS:
spring and summer I really seemed to be much better, so I hope you
will not feel I have betrayed you and the Institute if all does
hot turn out as well as we then hoped,, Of course 1 shall continue
to do everything I can to get well, as you know, I shan't surrender.

write Bee very I " . Bf sTe will be

she returns East.

"Please return the enclosed letter ana telegram. I prise

them highly.

"Where shall you be spending the holidays? Wherever you
are, youTill have my affectionate thoughts.

Always yours,

D Pile, Earle, Edward M., 1931-35
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MARSCHAK Biographical

PIEXMER, A.

Plexner to Aydelotte, December 12, 1934*

WI have had a long letter from Adams of a most
charming and coBperative kind. It appears from this letter
that, if Marschak is to come over to the United States, the
best time would be the spring vacation. Such being the case,
there will be no need of an Executive Committee meeting to
consider the matter in advance of the regular Board meeting
which comes on January llj.."

Pile 1-7
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MEED, LOUIS H. Biographical

VEBLM, OSWALD

FLEXNER, A.

Veblen (Fine Hall, Princeton) to Flexner (Princeton) :

Flexner placed 5 people connected with IAS Math, group in positions where they
could be useful. Veblen feels action justified — "Every one of us feels it to be a
:part of his problem to help these men and women to find jobs when they are ready for
•them." — has no influence on their scientific work, but Dr. Weed has misgivings.

File 17-19
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AID POLITICS

FLEXNER, A.

AYDELOTTE, F.

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

Academic Organization

Biographical

Plexner has submitted his correspondence regarding the
Marscha/1; affair, and his proposed moves in the School of Economics and
Politics to Aydelotte. Frankfurter, likewise, has been in correspondence
with Aydelotte over his differences with Flexner. (This is the material
which has been photostated from Frankfurter's records in the Vertical File,
and is duplicated in the Director's file on Felix Frankfurter).

In a letter from Flexner to Aydelotte, December 2l|, 193̂ 4- > Flexner
takes exception to statements which Aydelotte made to Frankfurter in
commentin on
rejecting
creator.

the
the issues
concept of"

See Flexner 's statements, page 3? of that letter,
himself as Administrator, and taking £he role of

Also see pages 6 to 6 in the same letter for a jc&kEExa recapitulation
of the reports to the Board which Flexner has made on the development of
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his ideas and concepts respecting appointments to economics.

He suggests that Aydelotte was too kind to Frankfurter in making
what concessions he did, and that he finally reviewed the matter and
mame to a firmer conclusion in correspondence with Frankfurter.

"The truth is that Frankfurter has proved himself a trouble-maker,,
I value his wisdom, learning, and experience, but he is not the only person
who possesses those qualifications. I also value ksH&ssm&jcK harmony,
cooperation, candor, as I think you well know, and in t he interests of the
Institute and my successor, I think that we can secure all the qualities
above mentioned, in some of which Frankfurter/quite plainly constitutionally
deficient. I do not intend, that the beautiful spirit which has
characterized the work of Princeton, and which has characterized/tnl SSard101
of Trustees until Frankfurter's advent should be marred by him...

"That I regard as my duty, and I shall continue to do so. That there
shall be no 'bettifogging lawyer' f> to create irritation or intrigue as long
as I am Bire-ctor of the Institute." He then s ays that he cannot imagine
how violent would, be the reaction of a Mr* Gates or a Dr. Buttrick, had
any Trustee on their Boards taken such steps as Frankfurter has.

/$ File, Frankfurter, Felix
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